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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the carrier and gain dynamics of semiconductor quantum dots in
the strong quantum confinement regime (i.e. the dot radius is smaller than the bulk
excitonic Bohr radius). The materials under investigation are InP and CdSe. We can
summarize our findings as follows:
For the first time, the quantum confined ground state in InP quantum dots has been
observed at room temperature by femtosecond spectral holeburning. This is the first
confirmation of the observation of a strongly confined quantum dot made of ill-V
semiconductor materials.
In CdSe quantum dots with a radius of half the bulk exciton Bohr radius, the carrier
and gain dynamics have been investigated. The predicted phonon bottleneck, which should
slow down carrier relaxation up to nanoseconds, has not been found. The carrier
relaxation rates are rather on the order of 1 eV/ps. Gain has been found for the first time
in strongly confined quantum dots. The existence of gain was proven by spectral
holeburning in the gain region. The gain buildup and decay dynamics have been studied on
a femtosecond and picosecond timescale. A multi-level model including biexcitons
accounts for the gain formation. The model has been confirmed by three-beam spectral
holeburning experiments and femtosecond pump-probe experiments with circularly
polarized light.
Some quantum dots did not show gain under high optical excitation but instead
exhibited photodarkening. The carrier separation and localization dynamics of this
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photo darkening process has been studied on a femtosecond timescale. For the first time,
the shift of the bleaching towards lower energy during the localization process could be
observed on a femtosecond timescale.
Finally, pulse propagation in bulk CdSe at multiple Pi-pulses has been studied. For the
first time, strong evidence for the observation of self induced transparency in
semiconductors has been found. Also, optical precursors, probably of nonlinear nature,
have been found.
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1. PREFACE

This work presents the results of a thorough investigation of the carrier and gain
dynamics of strongly confined semiconductor quantum dots. After an introduction
describing the problem addressed in this thesis we will discuss the underlying theory. The
experimental section illustrates the laser system together with the pulse shaping apparatus.
Spectral holeburning in InP quantum dots was found for the first time, and so was gain
in strongly confined CdSe dots. We took a closer look at the underlying multi-level system
by using spectral holeburning in the gain region and circularly polarized experiments.
Furthermore, the carrier trapping mechanism could be observed on a femtosecond time
scale. Size dependent gain and spectral holeburning measurements conclude the
experimental part.
Additionally, pulse propagation studies at very high intensities in bulk CdSe crystals
revealed optical precursors, pulse steeping and breakup. This part comprises the first
observation of self induced transparency in semiconductors.

Large parts of this thesis have already been published. The theory, developed by Hu et
al., appears in paper [1.1], the InP work can be found in [1.2-1.4], results on the gain
mechanisms have been reported in [1. 5-1.15], and the spectral holeburning in the gain
region has been reported in [1.16]. Besides the findings presented in this work, there have
been additional experimental [1.17-1.25] and theoretical [1.26,1.27] papers published
which go beyond the framework of quantum dots.
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2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Since the invention of the laser in the year 1960 there has been an intensive search for
new and better laser materials. The use of semiconductors as a gain material was greatly
improved by the use of quantum wells. These quantum confined systems are layered
structures with a thickness smaller than the excitonic bulk Bohr radius of the material.
Large advances in material growth through molecular beam epitaxy made the fabrication
of excellent III-V semiconductor quantum wells possible. They usually contain a
combination of GaAs-AlAs-InP or a ternary or quarternary mixture of these elements. The
characteristic thickness in these materials to obtain quantum confinement is on the order of
100A.
The quantum confinement reduces the dimensionality of the material and leads to a
quantized movement of the carriers in the confinement directions. Therefore, a quantum
well is said to be 'quasi two-dimensional'. This reduced dimensionality leads to a change
of the functional density of states. The overall constant free particle density of states is
redistributed as the dimensionality of the system is lowered. Starting with a square root
behavior (3D), a step function characterizes 2D, leading to a 11 JE behavior in ID and
finally a Dirac a-function behavior for OD (see Figure 2.1). The important feature is the
notion that the absolute value of the density of states increases at the quantum confined
energy levels, reaching infinity at quasi OD. The trick would be to tune the external laser
cavity resonance at exactly these energies with the large density of states. All the energy
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stored in these inverted states could be converted directly into laser light at the exact
resonance frequency without any further losses. However, homogeneous broadening (due
to dephasing) and inhomogeneous broadening (due to a finite size distribution of the
confinement width for instance) leads to a finite density of states at the singularity points.

Density of states g(E)
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FIG. 2.1. Density of states in a semiconductor as a function of its dimensionality.
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Yet still, a reduction of dimensionality has been proven to yield better lasers that have a
higher inversion, a lower lasing threshold and hence a higher quantum yield and efficiency.
The fabrication of quasi one-dimensional 'quantum wires' turned out to be most
difficult, as etching was extremely unpredictable on a nanometer scale. Recent advances
on slanted substrates (e.g. GaAs 311) seem to be more promising [2.1].
The ideal gain medium in a laser would be quasi zero-dimensional quantum dots, in
which a semiconductor material is patterned on a scale below 10 nm. These quantum dots
have been produced in various ways: Semiconductor doped glasses have been used for
many years as colored glasses, e.g. in commercial color filters. In these materials,
semiconductor spheres with an approximate diameter of 10-20 nm are grown in a
borosilicate glass matrix by preparing a special glass mold (growth stage) and a heat
treatment (coalescence stage). A different approach to manufacturing quantum dots might
be to use some kind of etching process or a growth process on special substrates [2.2]. Up
to now, only the quantum dots in a host matrix have achieved sizes below the bulk exciton
Bohr radius. The glass with its bandgap energy of more than 3 eV acts as a confining
potential in all three dimensions for the semiconductor sphere, whose bandgap is only
around 1.8 eV (for CdSe).

In order to further characterize the quantum dots, one distinguishes different
confinement regimes: weak (dot radius R > bulk exciton Bohr radius as), intermediate
~aB)

and strong (R<aB). Quantum dots in the strong quantum confinement regime, or

'strongly confined quantum dots', are the subject of this study. Their behavior should be
very close to the expected ideal quasi OD model and therefore they should exhibit superior
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gain properties. Furthermore, strongly confined quantum dots have not been studied so
far. Gain and even lasing have been found in weakly confined CuCI [2.3, 2.4] and
intermediately confined CdSe quantum dots [2.5]. But Dneprovskii found that it was
difficult to achieve gain in strongly confined quantum dots [2.5].
Weisbuch and his group predicted that a 'phonon bottleneck' should slow down any
carrier relaxation in quantum dots substantially, even up to the nanosecond level [2.6].
They argued that a strong quantum confinement would lead to a large separation of the
quantum confined energy levels. The carrier relaxation is usually mediated through the
emission of longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. In the case ofa level separation larger than
one LO phonon energy, Fermi's golden rule would decrease the probability of an LO
phonon emission due to the lack of an available final state. A multi-phonon emission or a
combination of optical and acoustical phonons would be necessary. The multi-phonon
process has a very small probability, and acoustical phonons, which are related to the
velocity of sound in the semiconductor, are emitted on much slower timescales.
The relaxation process is crucial in order to build a laser, because even in the simplest
three level laser model a fast relaxation from the upper pump level to the upper laser level
is required in or.der to sustain a population inversion. If this relaxation process were
slowed down, the cherished strongly confined quantum dots would not live up to their
expectations as superior gain material.
The research outlook at the inception of this work took the following form:
• First, we had to find a suitable quantum dot material. We tried out some newly
synthesized InP quantum dots which provided us with the desired strong confinement
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without having to go to really small clusters of only a few lattice constants. This ill-V
material with its large exciton Bohr radius was an ideal candidate, but up to then, all
attempts to manufacture III-V quantum dots had failed. We had to prove that the
absorption spectrum of the InP quantum dots with its characteristic blueshift of the
absorption edge due to the quantum confinement was really caused by a quantum confined
state and study its carrier relaxation behavior and suitability as a gain material.
• Second, we would have to investigate the strongly confined edSe quantum dots in a
glass matrix. Their carrier relaxation dynamics and the possible gain formation had to be
analyzed. If gain could be found, an appropriate model would have to explain the gain
dynamics. Various sophisticated experiments could validate and improve the gain model.
• Third, the carriers in the gain would also have to be studied. If we investigated their
dephasing behavior, we could learn about the microscopic processes that take place during
gain formation. It might be possible to draw analogies from these ideal quasi zerodimensional systems to other semiconductor gain processes in higher dimensions.
• And finally, we should find out why some research groups have such difficulties to
create gain in their quantum dots when they irradiate the samples very intensely and what
happens to the carriers on a femtosecond timescale during this so-called phenomenon of
photo darkening.
All our experiments study carrier and gain dynamics in optically (i.e. laser pumped)
excited quantum dot systems. Therefore, critical voices could claim that our efforts are
purely academic because it would be impossible to build an electrically pumped quantum
dot laser for 'real life applications'. But a recent pioneering breakthrough by the groups of
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Alivisatos at Berkeley and Bawendi at MIT [2.7, 2.8], who observed luminescence from
electrically pumped quantum dots (embedded in a conducting polymer), should silence
those disbelievers.
The Appendix of this thesis presents work going beyond the framework of quantum
dots. We conducted experiments on pulse propagation in bulk semiconductors. Of all
coherent transients that have been discovered in gaseous two-level systems, Photon Echo,
Free Induction Decay, Rabi Flopping, and SelfInduced Transparency, only the latter, SIT,
had not been found in semiconductors so far. Some preliminary, yet very promising res...lts
are presented in the appendix in order to make the first claim of SIT ill semicollductors in
this very actively pursued and highly competitive field.
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3. THEORY

3.1. Single Particle Quantum Dot Theory

The basic spectroscopic properties of quantum dots can be described by the simple
"particle in a sphere" model [3.1]. This model considers a particle of mass mo inside a
spherical potential well of radius R, using an infinitely high potential outside the sphere
and a potential of zero inside. Solving the time-independent Schr6dinger equation yields
the wavefunctions

(J

)

rp'.m.i:(r, ,rp

"'(
=~j,(k",.r)
R3 . (k. R) Y, 9,,,)

(3.1)

J'+1

as solutions. C is a normalization constant, Yrm(fJ,rp) are the spherical hannonics,}I(K",lr)
is the fh order spherical Bessel function, and k",I=a",IR, with a",1 being the nth zero of}I,
The particle energy is given by

(3,2)

Due to the symmetry of the problem, the eigenfunctions are simple atomic-like orbitals
which can be labeled by quantum numbers n (1,2,3, ... ), I (s,p,d, ... ), and m. The particle
energies are identical to the kinetic energy of the free particle, except that the wavevector
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kn.l is quantized by the spherical boundary condition. The energy is proportional to 11K
and therefore is strongly dependent on the size of the sphere.
In order to utilize this simple model in the case of semiconductor quantum dots, where
we have not just a simple particle in a potential, but surrounding lattice atoms, one has to
make a couple of approximations.
First, the bulk conduction and valence bands are approximated by simple isotropic
bands within the effective mass approximation. According to Bloch's theorem, the bulk
wavefunctions can be written as

(3.3)

where

Unk

is a function with the periodicity of the crystal lattice and the wavefunctions

are labeled by the band index n and wavevector k. The energy dispersion E(k) can be
approximated by a parabola around k=O in direct semiconductors. Therefore, the energies
of the conduction and valence bands are approximated as

(3.4)

(3.5)
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where Eg is the bulk semiconductor bandgap and the energies are relative to the top of
the valence band. In this approximation the carriers behave as free particles with an
effective mass meff Physically, the effective mass incorporates the periodic potential felt by
the carriers in the lattice. This approximation allows us to completely ignore the
semiconductor atoms in the lattice and treat the electron and hole as free particles.

If the effective mass approximation can be combined with a spherical boundary
condition, then the quantum dot problem is the "particle in a sphere". However, in this
case the quantum dot is treated as a bulk sample. We assume that the single particle
wavefunction can be written in terms of Bloch functions. This approximation is valid when
the dot diameter is much larger than the lattice constant of the material. This is the case
for even our very small dots in the strong quantum confinement regime, where the
diameter is only about 10 lattice constants. In order to satisfy the boundary condition, the
single particle wavefunction (sp) is then written as a linear combination of Bloch functions

(3.6)

with expansion coefficients Cnk. If we assume that the functions

Unk

have a weak k

dependence, this equation can be written as

(3.7)
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wherej;p(r) is the single particle envelope function. In the tight-binding approximation,
the periodic function UnO is written as a sum of atomic wavefunctions lPn,

(3.8)

where the sum is over lattice sites and n represents the conduction or valence bands,
respectively. Therefore, the functions UnO can be determined and the quantum dot problem
is reduced to determining the envelope functions for the single particle wavefunctions j;p.
However, this treatment completely ignores the Coulomb attraction between the
negatively charged electron and the positively charged hole, which leads to hydrogen-like
bound states, called excitons. In the strong confinement approximation, this tenn can be
neglected, since the confinement energy of each carrier scales with

11K,

while the

Coulomb attraction scales with JIR. The strong confinement condition is satisfied when
the dot radius is much smaller than the bulk exciton Bohr radius [3.2]. The Coulomb tenn
may be added to the single particle energies as a correction [3.3], yielding E=EII+Eh -

J.8e 2141rssJ? (in SI units).

In the last section, the optical transition probablilites in quantum dots shall be
discussed. For a particular quantum dot pair state the transition probability is given by the
dipole matrix element

(3.9)
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The odd dipole operator requires the initial and final wavefunctions to have different
parity. The total wavefunction is the product of the single particle envelope function and
the lattice periodic part. Due to the fact that the valence band in CdSe has p-orbitals and
the conduction band is s-like, the single particle wavefunctions must have equal parity,
hence yielding L1n=0 and L11=0 as selection rules.

3.2. Excitonic and biexcitonic theory
3.2.1. Basic Assumptions
Even in the simple 'particle in a box' picture it is clear that the Coulomb interaction
between electrons and holes cannot be neglected. If one studies an intrinsic semiconductor
system, it is possible to describe the optical excitations using electron-hole pair states.
That means the basic excitations of the system are now excitons, excitonic molecules
(biexcitons), and so on. Especially for quantum dots in the strong confinement regime,
where the optical properties are dominated by the exciton and biexciton states [3.4], this
picture is very useful. Ifwe limit ourselves to the case where the exciting photon energy is
not too high, so that only 1S electrons are excited, only excitons and biexcitons can be
created.

The electron-hole Hamiltonian can be written as
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Ho

=~):ile)(el + L8~lb)(bl,
e

(3.10)

b

using the exciton and biexciton projection operators [3.5], where Ie> and Ib> are the
exciton and biexciton eigenstates. The corresponding energy eigenvalues e/ and

8x/

are

determined from the one- and two-pair Schrodinger equations

(3.11)

and
(3.12)
(Hel + He2 + Hhi + Hh2 + VeI,e2 + VhI,h2 + Vel, hI + Ve2,h2 + VeI,h2 + Ve2 ,hI)-

axx(sl>s2,h,h)~~(reI' re2, rhI, rh2) =8~a xx(sl>s2,h,h)~~(reI' re2, rhI, rh2),

where ¢Xtl and tAxb are the spatial parts and CTx and

CT,a

are the corresponding spin parts

of the exciton and biexciton wavefunctions, respectively. s=:tII2 denotes the spin quantum
number of the electrons and j is the spin of the hole in the top valence bands of CdSe with

j=:t312, :tII2. HtJ and Hh are the kinetic energies of the electron and the hole, and V
describes the Coulomb interaction.
For the electrons, the effective mass approximation is sufficient for the description of
the energy dispersion because the next higher electron band is several hundred meV higher
than the lowest electron band. The electron Hamiltonian then reads
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(3.13)

However, for the valence bands, the parabolic band assumption is usually not valid
because of the strong spin-orbit coupling in CdSe. The Luttinger Hamiltonian [3.6] is
usually used to describe the valence band structure near the

r -oint

in cubic

semiconductors [3.7]. A model for the hole confinement levels has been recently
calculated, in which the spin-split-offbands are being taken into account [3.8].
We use the quasicubic approximation, which neglects the hexagonal unit cell of
wurtzite semiconductors, and the spherical approximation [3.9], where the Luttinger
parameters describing the carrier masses are being set r2 = r3. Then the Luttinger
Hamiltonian can be reduced to a form in which it becomes irreducible under the full
rotation group [3.10]:

(3.14)

where Il10 is the free electron mass, Jl=2r~YI is the reduced mass, and YI, r2, r3 are the
Luttinger parameters for the bulk semiconductor material. Vh is the quantum confinement
potential for the hole and pl) and.P) are spherical tensors of rank 2 for the momentum
operator Ph and the angular momentum operator J=3/2, respectively [3.10]. For feasibility
reasons, all following calculations were done assuming an infinitely high quantum
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confinement potential and neglecting the C (spin-orbit split oft) valence band. It should be
mentioned that this was the work of Yuan Hu.

The Coulomb interaction, Vql ,q2 in the Schrodinger equations, includes two
contributions: the direct Coulomb interaction and the surface polarization [3.11]:

(3.15)

The surface polarization caused by the induced charges on the dielectric interface is
described by the Hamiltonian:

(3.16)

(3.17)

where

(3.18)
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In these equations, PI is the .e Ih order Legendre polynomial, and e=8,18/ is the
dielectric constant inside (82) and outside (8/) the quantum dot. The variable () is the angle
between the position vectors Tl and Tz. The ± sign denotes the equal or opposite charge of
the two particles.

In the calculations, first the exciton and biexciton eigenstates are obtained using a
numerical matrix diagonalization method. Using the exciton and biexciton energy levels,
the multi-level optical Bloch equations are solved, allowing us to calculate the optical
properties ofthe quantum dots.

3.2.2. Multi-level optical Bloch equations
For low excitation conditions, the nonlinear optical properties can be approximated
using only the lowest order nonlinear susceptibility,

i 3) [3.5]. The so-called continuous-

wave approximation often makes it possible to obtain direct analytical expressions of

i 3).

Thus, for given exciton and biexciton energies and dipole moments, one can calculate the
optical nonlinearities such as one-beam saturation, two-photon absorption, four-wave
mixing, and pump-probe spectra [3.12]. However, for highly excited systems such as
quantum dots with gain, the knowledge of higher order nonlinearities is necessary.
Therefore, in order to calculate the optical response function in the high excitation regime,
the multi-level optical Bloch equations need to be solved numerically.
The optical Bloch equations are usually introduced to describe the behavior of a twolevel system in the presence of an extemallaser field [3.13]. Incoherent phenomena such
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as dephasing and recombination can be added by hand introducing phase and population
decay times T 2 and T 1. The whole variety of coherent transients such as Rabi oscillations,
free induction decay, and self-induced transparency can be understood in the Bloch-sphere
picture [3.14], where the Bloch vector describing the state of the system rotates under the
influence of an external field similar to a top inside the Bloch sphere. The projection of the
Bloch vector onto the z-axis for example gives the population state of the system at a
given time.
In strongly confined quantum dots, however, we have a multi-level system, consisting

of three major level 'groups': The ground state, which has no excitons, the exciton states,
which contain one electron-hole pair, with all the various excitation levels (which are
determined by the various excited hole states, as we confine ourselves to the lowest
electron state), and the biexciton states with two electron-hole pairs. Figure 3.1 shows a
schematic of our proposed model.
In the presence of an external laser field E, the Hamiltonian becomes

(3.19)

with

jJif

= dij-E, where dij is the dipole moment between the states Ii> and Ii>. This

dipole moment is proportional to the interband dipole moment pcv and the overlap between
the electron and hole wavefunctions [3.5]. The equation of motion, using the density
matrix
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P =pool 0)(01 + LPee,le)(e'l + LPbb,lb)(b'l +
ee'
bb'
L(Peole)(OI + h.c.) + L(Pbelb)(el + h.c.) + L(PbOlb)(OI+ h.c.),
e

(3.20)

b

be

is then determined by Liouville's equation

i1i dp
dt

=[H,p].

(3.21)

This yields the equations of motion for the different density matrix elements:

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

Poo

=1- LPee - LPbb.
e

b

Using the solutions of these equations, the optical polarization is calculated as

(3.26)
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(P{t}) = Ldoepoe{t} + LdebPbe{t} +c.c.
e
eb

{3.27}

The optical properties of quantum dots, such as refractive index and absorption/gain,
are then determined from the real and imaginary part of the polarization. It is just
necessary to solve the Schrodinger equation to obtain the exciton and biexciton energies
and the optical dipole elements {which are the off diagonal elements of the projection
operators like le><bl, le><OI and so on}. Then these numbers can be inserted into the
optical Bloch equations to obtain the optical gain spectra.

3.2.3. Optical Gain in Quantum Dots
If we neglect Coulomb interaction and valence band mixing effects in quantum dots,
only the transitions between quantum confined electron and hole levels with identical
envelope quantum numbers, as e.g. 1Sc-l Sh, are dipole allowed. This simple selection rule
is substantially modified by the inclusion of valence band mixing and electron-hole
Coulomb interaction. It has been shown by Xia [3.9], that the strong coupling of hole sand d-wavefunctions leads to additional, dipole allowed transitions near the lowest
electron-hole pair excitation. The Coulomb interaction additionally causes a series of
otherwise dipole forbidden transitions between exciton and biexciton states [3.5], which
will later tum out to be responsible for a very broad gain in quantum dots.
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In Figure 3.1, the electron-hole states are denoted using the quantum numbers of the
most strongly unperturbed basis state. For example, in the exciton ground state, the
unperturbed basis is 11Sc,1s312>, and the real exciton wavefunction has its dominant
contribution from the state 11Sc,ls312>, with significant mixing of 11Sc,ld312>, 11Sc,2s312>,
and lIPc, 1P312>. The selection rules are somewhat more complicated for the exciton to
biexciton transitions. A schematic illustration is shown in the Figure 3.1, with the original
dipole allowed states are indicated by solid arrows, whereas the additional transitions
induced by the valence-band mixing are indicated by dashed arrows. The transitions
becoming dipole allowed as a consequence of the Coulomb interaction are illustrated by
the dotted arrows. The upward arrows represent the optical pump processes that create
the population inversion in the quantum dot system. The downward arrows indicate those
transitions between exciton and biexciton states and between excitons and the ground
state, which contribute to the stimulated emission process. Although these transitions can
be understood already from symmetry arguments, the relative strengths of the dipole
moments can be obtained only from numerical calculations.
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FIG. 3.1. Proposed multi-level system for quantum dots in the strong confinement
regime. 10> is the ground state. liSe. is312> is the exciton ground state. The nomenclature
labels the orbital quantum numbers of the electron (capital letters) and hole (small letters)
envelope wave function. liSe, iSe, iS312, iS312> is the biexciton ground state. The upward
arrows to the left indicate the pump process. Energy is in the y-direction.
The solid arrows indicate dipole allowed transitions without Coulomb interaction. The
long dashed arrows show transitions induced by valence band mixing and the short dashed
arrows show transitions induced by including the Coulomb interaction. The energy levels
are not drawn to scale.

In Figure 3.2, the computed dipole moments and the corresponding energies have been

plotted in a suggestive way: Above the line denoting zero are the exciton to ground state
transitions, and below the line are the biexciton to exciton transitions. This is just an easy
way of distinguishing between the states and should not imply that only the biexciton to
exciton states contribute to gain. Therefore, this diagram should not be directly compared
to a linear absorption or gain spectrum!
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The parameters used in the calculations were R=0.5aB, me=0.2 ma, n=5.0, jl=0.75,
82=10, and 81=1. The material parameters for CdSe yield aB=53A.

ERyd

equals 13.6 meV.

The homogeneous dephasing time was chosen to be 10 fs, which is quite short.
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FIG. 3.2. Computed transition matrix elements between the exciton states and the
ground state (above zero) and between the biexciton states and exciton states (below
zero). The energies are in bulk Rydberg above the bulk bandgap.

3.2.4. Qualitative conclusions from the multi-level model
The first conclusion we can draw is that if the biexciton states are initially populated,
optical gain can be realized by stimulated transitions between biexciton and exciton levels.
For the pump process, taking place under very high excitation conditions, we suggest a
one-step two-step process (two photons are subsequently absorbed) or a two-photon
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absorption process. However, exactly how the biexcitons are created under the intensive
pump beam remains a subject ofintense discussion [3.15].
The second important conclusion from the multi-level model is that optical gain in a
spectrally broad region is possible in such a system due to the multitude of allowed
transitions between the various states. This is in strong contradiction to the generally
accepted opinion that strongly confined quantum dots are the ideal gain medium due to
their few and narrow transitions, having a high density of states.
The third observation is that stimulated emission can occur far below the absorption
edge. For instance, the strong stimulated emission from the ground state biexciton
lISe, IS e, IS312, Is312> to the ground state exciton lISe, Is312> has a lower energy than the
energetically lowest linear absorption process due to the positive biexciton binding energy.
Furthermore, there are some comparatively weaker emission contributions that lead to
gain energetically below the transition between the ground state biexciton and excited
exciton states. These transitions are responsible for the broad gain region stretching way
below the fundamental absorption edge of the strongly confined quantum dots.
There is some similarity between the red shift of gain in quantum dots with the bandgap renormalization in bulk or quantum wells. Both red shifts are caused by Coulomb
correlations. However, the exchange correlations, which are the major contribution to the
band-gap renormalization in bulk and quantum wells cannot occur in strongly confined
quantum dots, because this interaction takes place only between particles of the same
spins. In the quantum dot biexciton states, which correspond to the many-body system in
higher dimensions, both electrons have to have antiparallel spins when they populate the
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ISo level. Higher electron levels (like e.g. IPc) are not possible due to our nearly resonant
pump condition. Therefore, tri-excitons and higher states are not possible either.

3.2.5. Details about the calculations
The equations are spatially Fourier transformed according to pump and probe
propagation directions. To extract only the leading contributions, the pump field is kept up
to second order whereas the probe field is kept only in the first order. The numerical
integration of the multi-level optical Bloch differential equations is performed using a
fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
In order to simulate the saturation and gain effects in inverted quantum dot systems
(which is relevant for spectral holeburning in the gain region experiments) the
absorption/gain spectra for various initial exciton and biexciton distributions have been
calculated. We assume that the incoherent relaxation processes causes a uniform
distribution of the biexciton and exciton population over those states which are
energetically below the pump photon energy. The variation of the pump intensity is
modeled by changing the ratio of populated exciton to biexciton levels.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1. Laser system

In order to investigate the carrier and gain dynamics of the semiconductor samples, we
used a pump- and probe technique. In this method, a strong pump beam with a wavelength
above the absorption edge excites the sample and creates carriers. Then after a certain
time delay, a broadband white light probe beam interrogates the transmission of the
sample. To get maximum time resolution it is desirable to make the pump as well as the
probe beam as short as possible. Therefore, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy with a
time resolution of about 80 fs is the tool of choice. The pulse duration of 80 fs gives a
good compromise between spectral and temporal resolution.
In our system, shown in Figure 4.1, a colliding pulse modelocked dye laser creates the
fs pulses. A cw argon laser pumps ajet of Rhodamine 6G. Passive modelocking occurs in
a saturable absorber, a thin jet of DODCI. Modelocking is achieved in the ring cavity
when the counterpropagating pulses overlap in the DODCI jet. In order to compensate for
the group velocity dispersion in the dye jets, four intracavity prisms are introduced to
balance the chirp and allow pulse widths down to 55 fs FWHM. The output power
achievable with a 3.5 W argon pump laser is about 10 mWat 82 MHz repetition rate. The
CPM output is amplified in a six-pass bow tie amplifier using Rhodamine 640, pumped by
the 5ns pulses of a frequency doubled, diode pumped Nd: YLF laser at a rate of 1 kHz.
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FIG. 4.1. The femtosecond pump-probe setup, showing the CPM laser, the two
amplifiers, chirp compensation and beam delivery geometry.
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The active medium in this laser is pumped by 10 laser diodes, and a tightly folded
resonator (TFR) geometry is utilized, making the pump lasers much more compact that
the usual copper vapor lasers. In order to suppress amplified spontaneous emission in the
first amplifier, a saturable absorber jet of malachite green comes into play between passes
four and five. After the first amplifier, giving about 4

J.Il

pulses around 620 nm, a two

prism/mirror configuration is used to compensate for the chirp introduced by the first
amplifier.
The -;::.70 fs pulses are focused by a 30 mm microscope objective onto a 2 mm thick jet
of ethylene glycol. This creates a white light continuum extending throughout the visible
spectrum. However, the focus position, longitudinally and transversely, requires delicate
adjustment, because the spectral and spatial shape of the continuum depends crucially on
these parameters. As we will see later, sometimes up to three different femtosecond beams
will be created from this continuum, and it is often extremely difficult to maximize flatness
of the white light spectrum and output power for the various pump beams extracted from
this continuum.
One part of the continuum is split off, sent over a delay stage with a resolution of 0.667
fs to the sample, and used as s broadband probe beam. The main part of the continuum is
sent through a narrow band interference filter (1-10 nm spectral width) and reamplified in
a telescopic six-pass amplifier, pumped by another TFR laser at 527 nm. Depending on the
desired pump wavelength, different interference filters and gain dye combinations in the
second amplifiers can be used. Hence, a tunability range from about 540 nm to 780 nm can
be achieved. The output pulse energy of the second amplifier at the sample location is 2

J.Il
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at 560 om (using Rhodamine 575) and approximately 0.5

~

around 690 om (using LDS

698). A second prism pair/mirror combination reduces the chirp of the pump, and pulses
as short as 67 fs have been achieved by narrowing down the beam before it passes through
the prism pair so that the amount of glass experienced by different spatial parts of the
beam are the same. This advantage is bought at the expense of less power. More typical
are pulses of about 115 fs duration, with a spectral width of about 7 om. The beams are
focused down onto the samples in a cryostat, achieving a spot diameter of about 45 ,. un,
hence yielding intensities of up to 220 GW/cm2, or maximum fluences of25 mJ/cm2.
The white light probe pulse hits the sample, which is held at 10K at the cold finger of a
cryostat, normal to its surface, and the pump beam arrives at an angle of about 10°. Pump
and probe beams are usually polarized perpendicular with respect to each other (unless
mentioned otherwise) in order to suppress pump scatter with an analyzer behind the
sample. The transmitted probe spectrum is dispersed in a 0.22 m spectrometer with a 600
lineslmm grating and analyzed in an optical multichannel analyzer with 1024 channels.
Differential absorption spectra (-AaL) are being taken in a sophisticated four step
process, which integrates spectra with the pump and probe beams switched on and off and
takes care of all possible backgrounds that might occur due to scattered pump light or
detector noise. Our data acquisition process allows a -AaL resolution of about 0.002,
which is crucial for spectral holeburning experiments in the gain region of the quantum
dots.
The differential absorption is calculated by
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In[ Itra,..{pumpon&probeon) - Itra,..{pump on & probe of!) ] =
I tra,.. (pump of! & probe on) - I tra1U (pump of! & probe of!)
(4.1)

One major problem remains: The chirp of the white light probe pulse is on the order of
1ps/100om and highly nonlinear, so it therefore cannot be corrected by a prism pair. We
have to measure the chirp and remove it numerically from the pump-probe data. This is
done using two-photon absorption in a ZnO single crystal, as introduced by Albrecht
[4.1]. The method performs a pump-probe measurement with the sample substituted by
ZnO, which has a bandgap at around 3 eV. The pump photon and the probe photon add
up and allow the creation of an electron-hole pair in the ZnO. The probe photon is missing
in the transmitted beam and occurs in the -AaL spectrum as induced absorption
(=negative) signal. As the pump-probe delay is varied, the induced absorption peak
changes its spectral position, according to the chirp in the probe beam. Plotting A. vs.

't

yields the polynomial chirp parameters as the slope, curvature and so on of the graph. Our
numerical routine corrects for linear and parabolic chirp. The importance of chirp
correction is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. It shows a set of chirped and dechirped pumpprobe spectra. The unchirped spectra seem to suggest a carrier relaxation from the pump
wavelength around 560 om to 590 om after about 640 fs. But the dechirped spectra show
the true behavior: Both states at 560 and 590 om are simultaneously populated. Hence, for
carrier relaxation studies, dechirping is cardinal!
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FIG. 4.2. Differential absorption spectra of a edSe quantum dot sample. The pump is
at 560 nm.
(a) chirped spectra, 80 fs apart, pump-probe delay time increases from bottom to top.
(b) dechirped spectra, 80 fs apart, delay time increases from bottom to top.
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Our setup was extended to perform three-beam experiments for spectral holeburning in
the gain region. This method was first introduced by Meissner [4.2]. A first pump beam
creates gain in the semiconductor sample, and after a fixed time delay (typically in the
picosecond region), a second pump beam hits the sample, causing stimulated emission and
depleting the gain region. Then the usual white light probe interrogates the transmission in
dependence of a variable time delay. Meissner could utilize the 620 run beam from the first
amplifier to create gain in his samples (CdSe bulk with an absorption edge around 685
run), and then used the second amplifier output as pump beam 2. In our quantum dot
samples, with an absorption edge around 600 run, this was not an option. Therefore we
used the strong second amplifier output to create gain in the quantum dots. We utilized
the white light continuum that was reflected off the interference filter after the continuum
generation to create a second pump pulse. Because the continuum was highly chirped and
about 1 ps long, it was sent through a newly developed pulse shaper, which created a
Fourier-limited, tunable (both in width and spectral position) femtosecond pump pulse.
Surprisingly, the pulse energy could still reach several tens oJ in the 620 run region,
yielding intensities on the order of 100-1000 kW/cm2 on the sample. These pulses were
able to deplete the gain in the quantum dots.

4.2. Pulseshaper
In femtosecond spectroscopy one often needs to produce a narrow bandwidth pump
andlor probe pulse. The standard technique is usually a set of expensive bandpass
interference filters, which consist of a stack of dielectric layers. This method is limited to a
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given bandwidth and a narrow tunability range. Even worse, tilting the interference filter in
order to select the desired wavelength introduces some polarization distortion, as the sand p-polarized components at a certain tilt angle have different transmission coefficients.
A different approach to the wavelength selection problem is the insertion of a slit into a
prism pair or a grating pair. The disadvantages of this technique are the poor spectral
resolution due to relatively small dispersion inside the prism pair and the residual group
velocity dispersion (GVD) inside the prism pair, which is hard to correct. Additionally, any
distance alignment of the prism pair would result in a beam displacement behind the setup.

An elegant spectral window apparatus that does not introduce any GVD has been
suggested by C. Froehly [4.3] and later by A.M. Weiner [4.4]. This apparatus, consisting
of two gratings, two Fourier-transform lenses and a slit, has still some of the alignment
problems as described above. This chapter describes how these problems can be overcome
by a different setup in order to produce Fourier-limited Gaussian pUlses.
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FIG. 4.3. (a) Operation principle of the pulse shaper: a grating disperses an incoming
collimated beam, and a Fourier transform lens images the beam onto a spatial filter. The
shaped beam is reflected back off a mirror. The distances have to equal exactly the focal
length of the lens.
(b) Pulse shaper setup: Note the connection plate between the lens and the
mirror/spatial filter combination. This allows a variation of the grating-lens distance
without changing the rest of the setup. The GVD is regulated with only one tuning screw.
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Our setup is quite simple (see Figure 4.3a): A grating disperses an incoming white light
beam. A lens, one focal distance away, focuses the collimated white light onto a spatial
filter very close to the focal plane. The filter, which can be a slit or a mask with a spatial
Gaussian transmission profile, cuts out the undesired spectral components. A mirror at the
focal plane of the lens reflects the beam, back through the lens onto the grating and off to
be used in an experiment (see Figure 4.3b). The principle can be understood as a double
Fourier transformation: First the grating transforms the incoming temporal pulse shape
into the spectral domain. Then the Fourier-transform lens transforms the spectral domain
into the spatial domain. Then the filter cuts out the undesired frequencies, and after
passing through the lens and grating one obtains the spectral and temporal Fouriertransform of the filter transmission function. Hence, a slit (rect) filter will result in a sinc2
shaped temporal profile.

In order to obtain Fourier limited Gaussian pulses, the ideal transmission filter would
have a spatial Gaussian profile. This shape is not easily created. Trials with a tilted slit,
which was defocused from the Fourier-transform plane of the lens as suggested by Sun
[4.5], did not result in Fourier-limited pulses. Therefore, a Gaussian filter had to be
manufactured (see Figure 4.4a).
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FIG. 4.4. (a) Manufacturing of the Gaussian slide: The TEMoo of a HeNe laser is
focused with a cylindrical lens onto a B&W positive slide film. (b) Shape and intensity
distribution of the Gaussian slide. Horizontal movement tunes the center wavelength,
while vertical movement controls the spectra width. The incoming light is dispersed
horizontally (in x-direction) on the slide.
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The TEMoo mode of a HeNe laser has a spatial Gaussian profile, because it can be
represented by a zeroth order Hermite polynomial. The 5 mW beam is focussed by a 10 mm
lens onto a 35 J.lm pinhole. The recollimated light is focussed by a cylindrical lens onto the
film plane of a camera with no objective lens. The cylindrical lens transforms the circularly
shaped laser beam into an elliptical shape, which has a transverse Gaussian shape. The film
best suited for this purpose is KODAK LPD4 black and white positive film with ASA
1.125. A 10 sec exposure to the laser beam creates the dumbbell shaped slide shown in
Figure 4.4b. The edges are not as sharp as in the figure, but rather fuzzy due to the
Gaussian transmission profile. Horizontal shift of the filter in the pulseshaper leads to
wavelength tuning, while vertical tuning determines the spectral width.
Figure 4.5 shows the spectral shape and the temporal shape of a pulse which was
formed by the pulseshaper out of a fs white light continuum that was chirped originally
with about 10 fs/nm. The pulses are transform limited with a FWHM of 98 fs and a
spectral width of7.5 nm. This yields a time-bandwidth product of

8

98ft .(3.10 mIS
.J2
552nm

8

3.10 mIS)
559.5nm

= 0.50

(4.2)

which is only slightly above the Fourier limit for Gaussian pulses of 0.441. The residual
chirp is introduced by aberrations of the singlet lens. Chromatic and spherical aberration
and Petzval curvature remain as main errors.
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FIG, 4,5, Spectral (a) and temporal (b) shape of a pulse shaped by the pulseshaper.
The time-bandwidth product is 0.50. The dashed lines are Gaussian fits.
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Figure 4.6 shows some possible corrections for those residual aberrations ..
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FIG. 4.6. Different lens combinations optimized for aberrations in order to reduce
residual chirp. (a) Original symmetric biconvex setup. An achromat would already
improve chromatic aberrations. (b) Two achromats improve the field of view, but Petzval
curvature remains. (c) Two additional negative lenses correct also for Petzval curvature.
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The most important feature to minimize aberrations is the maintenance of an overall
symmetric beam path in the f-f setup The easiest correction would be to replace the
biconvex singlet of Figure 4.6a by an achromatic doublet, which avoids already some
chromatic aberration. In Figure 4.6b the improvement over Figure 4.6a is the usage of two
achromatic doublets, which are located closely to the grating and mirror, thus acting as
field elements for each other and improving the field of view of the grating and the mirror
and reducing spherical aberration. Figure 4.7c corrects the residual Petzval curvature
(which comes from the two positive achromats) by introducing two additional negative
lenses close to the center.

As a major improvement, Weiner recently suggested the use of off-axis paraboloids in
order to avoid spherical and chromatic aberration to recompress high-power pulses in
chirped-pulse amplifiers [4.6]. Our alignment of the pulseshaper with the mirror has a
distinct advantage over Weiner's setup with two lenses and two gratings. As he described
[4.7], he used to tune the GVD by moving the last grating back and forth, which had the
big disadvantage of output beam displacement. He would have had to move both gratings
absolutely symmetrically and simultaneously in order to avoid these effects. In our setup
the mirror causes a symmetric ray path through the pulseshaper.
There is another difference to Weiner's setup, which distinguishes our pulseshaper from
his setup and which could be utilized in a number of pulse compressors, e.g. in the new
COHERENT REGA regenerative Ti:Sapphire amplifier. This difference is the static
connection between the Fourier transform lens and the mirror. The GVD alignment is
done just by tuning the lower z-translation stage which keeps the lens-mirror distance
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constant. The tuning is done purely by changing the magnification of the lens. In Weiner's
setup, a lens movement away from the mirror meant a simultaneous closing in to the
mirror. If our setup were realized in commercial systems like the REGA, the correct
compressor alignment would be quite a lot easier.
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5. OBSERVATION OF THE QUANTUM CONFINED
GROUND STATE IN INP QUANTUM DOTS AT 300 K

Colloidal suspensions oflnP quantum dots (diameters 25

A and 35 A) show step-like

absorption spectra which are blueshifted by about 1 eV with respect to bulk material. Time
resolved femtosecond spectroscopy at room temperature identifies the first quantum
confined state. The nonlinear bleaching signal rises within 300 fs and persists longer than
200 ps.

Quantum confined semiconductor systems exhibit a variety of interesting optical
properties. Since the pioneering work of Ekimov [5.1] and Efros [5.2], quasi zeroditnensional semiconductors,. qurmtum dots, have been studied extensively [5.3].
Microcrystallites of semiconductors such as CdS [5.4], CdSe [5.5-5.7], and CuCI [5.8,5.9]
have been manufactured in a borosilicate glass matrix [5.10], with sol-gel techniques
[5.11], in a polymer matrix [5.12,5.13], and in solution [5.14], varying with the
semiconductor. The main parameter which distinguishes different quantum dot systems is
their degree of quantum confinement, determined by the ratio of the bulk exciton Bohr
radius as to the quantum dot radius R. If the exciton Bohr radius is much larger than the
quantum dot radius, the quantum confinement is strong. There are not many systems that
can exhibit strong quantum confinement, in which the confinement energy dominates over
the Coulomb interactions. The ionic I-VII semiconductors such as CuCI with their small
exciton Bohr radius «70 A) are not well suited for the strong quantum confinement

S3
regime. Even II-VI semiconductors such as CdSe would have to be made very small «20
A) to achieve a size equal to half the Bohr radius. ill-V quantum dots, however, are ideal
candidates for strong quantum confinement. The Bohr radii of materials like InP and GaAs
are 100 A and 140

A, respectively. Thus ill-V semiconductor quantum dots with a

diameter of 2S A would allow the study of quantum dots in the strong quantum
confinement regime.
Different approaches to this problem have been tried. One is to grow InGaAs quantum
dots on a GaAs substrate using the "coherent islanding effect" [S.lS], and some quantum
confinement effects have been seen in such structures [S.16]. However, structures of the
size of the exciton Bohr radius are very difficult to manufacture. Another approach that
seems to be more promising has been adopted by several researchers [S.17-S.19]. They
demonstrated that GaAs nanocrystallites (R=lS A-20 A) in solution show a blue shift of
the absorption edge as large as 1-l. S eV due to quantum confinement. InP nanocrystals
(R=20 A and 7S A) in Vycor glass have also been prepared [S.20]. However, quantum
confined states were not resolved. We used femtosecond time-resolved spectral
holeburning spectroscopy to resolve the quantum confined ground state in ill-V quantum
dots.

In our experiments we used InP quantum dots dispersed as a colloidal suspension in
toluene solution. The dot diameters were D=(2S±2) A and D=(3S±6)

A, as measured by

counting high resolution TEM fringes. The key step during the manufacturing procedure
[S.21,S.22] was an excess ofchloroindium oxalate during the quantum dot synthesis which
considerably decreased the size distribution. The solution was held in a 2 rnrn thick quartz
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cuvette at room temperature. The luminescence spectra were taken with the 400 om line
ofaXe lamp as the excitation source. The time resolved nonlinear measurements required
a standard femtosecond pump-probe laser setup [5.5], with pump pulses of a duration of
~120

fs FWHM. In order to avoid pulse spreading in the liquid, the pump-probe overlap

was carefully kept within the first 100 J.1m of the sample. The chirp of the probe pulse was
measured and then numerically removed from the time resolved pump-probe data.
Figure 5.1 shows the linear absorption and luminescence spectra of the loP quantum
dots in toluene solution. The 35
while the 25

A sample exhibits a step-like structure around 2.0 eV,

A sample shows a similar structure around 2.3 eV. The absorption edge of

bulk loP at 300 K is at 1.344 eV (920 om). As shown below, this blueshift is explained by
the strong quantum confinement. The luminescence of both the 25

A and 35 A dots shows

a peak around 1.58 eV~ and a second peak near 1.95 eV, with a luminescence linewidth of
about 200 om. The luminescence spectra of both samples exhibit very similar features and
do not show an energy shift due to the different degrees of quantum confinement. We
attribute the large redshift of the luminescence with respect to the absorption to the
presence of deep traps in our material.
We calculated the quantum confined ground state energy in an effective-mass model in
a spherical potential with infinitely high boundaries, including polarization charges at the
crystallite surfaces [5.4], assuming effective carrier masses 11lc= 0.071llo and I11It = 0.41llo. In
this approximation, the energy for the creation of an electron-hole pair is given by
E=Eg+h2a?ruI[2R2]*(1/I1lc+l/I11lt)-1.8e2/[41teeoR]. CI.nJ gives the zeroes of the spherical
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Bessel functions, with (l1O=1t (Is envelope) and (l11=4.49 (lp envelope). Eg is the bandgap
energy, n and I are the main and angular momentum quantum numbers of the relative
motion envelope wavefunction, and

8

is the background dielectric constant of InP. It is

well known that the effective mass approximation overestimates the confinement energies
for very small dot sizes because of the deviation of the bulk band structure from parabolic
dispersion at high energies [5.21, 5.23].
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at 300 K. Solid: D=(25±2) A dots; dashed: D=(35±6) A dots.
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The theoretical values for the ground state transition (ISo-Ish) for the 35

A and 25 A

dots are 3.1 eV and 4.9 eV, respectively, which are substantially larger than the
experimentally observed values. This deviation clearly shows the limitations of the simple
effective mass model for small dot sizes in the extreme quantum confinement regime.
However, the qualitative features, i.e. higher confinement energies for smaller dot sizes,
are correctly described.
If we assume that the steplike absorption feature is caused by the quantum confined
ground state, then a strong pump beam should be able to populate this state and cause a
spectrally localized bleaching, observable by a broadband probe beam. To exclude the
possibility that the steplike shape of Figure 5.1 arises from other causes (e.g. Rayleigh
scattering), we performed a femtosecond pump-probe experiment. Figure 5.2a shows the
results of these measurements for the 25

A dots in toluene solution. Differential absorption

spectra (-dcx.L==aLwithout pwnp-aLwith pwnp), measured 5 ps after the pump, are shown for three
different pump wavelengths. The arrows indicate the spectral position of the pump pulses
which were tuned close to the absorption edge. The pump beam indeed causes the
expected distinct bleaching of the absorption seen by the broadband probe, which we
attribute to population of the lowest quantized state. Its width of about 200 meV indicates
a rather large homogeneous broadening, probably because of dephasing due to carrier-LOphonon scattering and carrier-surface-scattering [5.24]. The bleaching spectra show an
energy shift if the pump energy is tuned. This shift is attributed to the size distribution of
the quantum dots, causing an inhomogeneous broadening. The homogeneously broadened
holes add up to give the inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectra.
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FIG. 5.2. Linear absorption and differential transmission under 220 GW/cm2 pump
power 5 ps after the pump at T=300 K. The arrows indicate the spectral position of the
pump beam. (a) 25 A dots in toluene, (b) 35 A dots in toluene. The inset to (a) shows the
differential transmission of the 25 A dots in toluene on a wider spectral scale with a pump
at 567 nm.
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Due to the limitations of the effective mass model, it is not possible to give a
quantitative estimate for absolute values of the size variation. The fact that the width of
the bleaching remains about the same is a clear indication that we indeed resolve one
quantum confined level and do not tune through a multitude of higher states. A three-peak
fine structure can be seen near the maximum of the bleaching signal. This structure also
shifts with respect to pump energy. A similar fine structure in the bleaching signal of edSe
quantum dots has been explained as resulting from a removal of the ground state
degeneracy and its subsequent splitting into several states of lowered symmetry due to
valence band mixing [5.6]. The inset to Figure 5.2a shows the bleaching signal on a wider
scale with the pump tuned to 567 nm. Figure 5.2b shows the bleaching spectra for 35

A

dots in toluene solution at four different pump wavelengths. The shift of the bleaching
spectrum with pump energy is more clearly observed in this sample. The spectra also
reveal a mUltiple-peak fine structure.
Figure 5.3a shows the early dynamics of the bleaching signal for the 25

A dots. The

bleaching signal rises to its maximum within about 300 fs, basically following the pump
pulse. The bleaching maximum peaks at -Aa.L=0.2 at 300 fs and drops to about
-Aa.L=0.15, where it remains constant for the next few ps. At 100 fs and 200 fs an
oscillatory feature in the bleaching signal can be seen around the pump pulse.
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FIG. 5.3. Temporal dynamics ofthe differential transmission signal for the 25 A dots in
toluene at 300 K for a pump wavelength of 553 run. (a) Differential transmission spectra
for time delays of 0 to 500 fs. The pump pulse starts to arrive at 0 fs. The spectra are
offset by 0.1 for clarification. (b) Decay of the differential transmission from 2 ps (solid
upper line) to 200 ps (solid lower line) in the order 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 ps. The
bleaching at 1ms is magnified by a factor of5.
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Both the bleaching overshoot and the oscillatory behavior are due to optical
nonlinearities in the solvent. To prove this, we perfonned the same pump-probe
measurements with a cuvette of toluene without the InP quantum dots and found the same
oscillatory behavior and the same spectrally broad bleaching overshoot. These features
may be due to coherent coupling between pump and probe beam in the solvent. Figure
S.3b shows the bleaching dynamics for later times. The recovery of the bleaching signal
occurs due to carrier recombination. All spectral bleaching components recover to a level
of about 70% of the maximum within 200 ps. The long lifetime suggests that the carriers
are trapped. It is notable that a very small amount of bleaching still exists after Ims. Three
peaks can be seen around 530 nm, 555 nm, and 580 nm. These peaks might originate from
the band mixing or from shallow traps. The 35
identical to those of the 25

A dots exhibited bleaching dynamics

A dots. The fact that the bleaching dynamics does not show

any energy relaxation with time is another proof for the observation of the homogeneously
broadened ground state, because a bleaching signal arising from higher states would show
spectral relaxation dynamics.

Recently, we have also tried to investigate the bleaching dynamics at low temperatures.
Therefore, a TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide) paste containing InP quantum dots has been
dissolved in toluene together with PVB (polyvinylbutyral) and PMMA (polymethyl
methacryalate). The dried plastic film was inserted cooled down to 20K. However, the
differential transmission spectra did not reveal any quantum confined state. A more
successful approach was to dissolve the InP-TOPO paste in toluene and let the solution
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air-dry on a fused silica substrate. This sample was cooled down to 20 K and showed
some structure in the absorption spectrum (see Figure 5.4). Due to the very crystalline
structure, the scattered light made a differential absorption spectrum unfeasible.
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FIG. 5.4. Linear absorption spectrum ofInP quantum dots at 20 K.

In summary, we have resolved the quantum confined ground state in InP quantum dots.
Smaller dots revealed a bigger confinement energy. Nonlinear pump- and probe
experiments showed a bleaching near the absorption edge, which proved that real
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absorption was present. The bleaching was attributed to population of the lowest state.
The bleaching followed a wavelength tuning of the pump, which indicates the presence of
inhomogeneous broadening due to the size distribution of the quantum dots. Time
resolved spectroscopy revealed that the bleaching follows the pump pulse with a risetime
of about 300 fs. The bleaching decays to about 70% of its maximum level within 200 ps.
This long bleaching lifetime may be attributed to trapping of carriers. The bleaching
dynamics are identical for both 25
highest intensities.

A and 35 A dots. Gain could not be created even at
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6. QUANTUM DOTS IN THE STRONG CONFINEMENT REGIME:
A MODEL SYSTEM FOR GAIN IN QUASI OD SEMICONDUCTORS

We present a model for gain in a quasi zero-dimensional quantum confined
semiconductor system. Due to a multitude of one-electron-hole pair and two-electron-hole
pair transitions, the gain region is broad, quasi-continuous and stretches below the
absorption edge. Femtosecond experiments in the gain region of strongly confined CdSe
quantum dots confirm our theoretical predictions.

Optical gain in semiconductor structures of reduced dimensionality has been related to
a variety of mechanisms, dependent on the excitation intensity, the degree of quantum
confinement or the type of material. Whereas in the widely used ill-V quantum wells the
stimulated emission from a degenerate electron-hole plasma dominates the gain processes,
in wide-gap low dimensional IT-VI structures the importance of excitons and biexcitons
for the gain formation has been emphasized [1]. In these IT-VI systems the value of the
bulk excitonic binding energy reaches some tens of meV and further increases when the
dimension is reduced. Additionally, the two-pair states (biexcitons) become more and
more stable with increasing confinement. Due to their small excitonic Bohr radius, IT-VI
quantum well structures require thicknesses of only a few monolayers to observe quantum
confinement. This peculiarity results in a strong influence of localization effects caused by
local potential fluctuations at the interfaces. These strongly localized excitons and
biexcitons may be considered to be confined in all three dimensions, thus effectively
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forming a zero dimensional quantum dot, however, with a strongly anisotropic
confinement potential. Recently, localization of excitons and biexcitons at well width
fluctuations has been reported also for GaAslAlGaAs quantum wells [2]. Evidence for
quasi zero-dimensional structures has been likewise obtained when investigating the
epitaxial growth oflnAs on highly lattice-mismatched GaAs substrates [3].
Spherical II-VI nanocrystals embedded in transparent glassy or organic matrices have
been the subject of nonlinear optics over years [4]. So far the investigation of gain
processes in these nanocrystals has been concentrated on dots in the weak quantum
confinement regime [5]. In the strong confinement regime, where the confining radius is
much smaller than the excitonic Bohr radius, the discrete energy levels in quantum dots
are separated by several meV and can be populated by a maximum of two electron-hole
pairs. These quantum dots are believed to act as an ideal gain medium due to their low
inversion threshold and their usually proposed spectrally narrow gain region.
In this chapter, we investigate the gain of zero dimensional electron-hole systems,

taking one-electron-hole pair states (excitons) and two-electron-hole pair states
(biexcitons) into account. Our calculations predict a rather broad gain region, which
extends around and below the absorption edge. We compare our theory with experiments,
which have been performed on CdSe quantum dots of average radius R= 2.5 nm (size
distribution 15%), embedded in a borosilicate glass matrix (200 J..lm thick). In these
quantum dots, all electron-hole pairs are exposed to similar confinement potentials and the
excitation occurs directly into the "localized" states. Thus they work as an ideal model
system to study gain in quasi zero dimensions.
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If one assumes a very simple approach, which neglects the Coulomb interaction and
valence band mixing, optical gain in quantum dots appears exactly at the frequencies of the
transitions between the quantum confined electron and hole levels. However, in real
systems, both Coulomb interaction and spin-orbit interaction are known to significantly
change the selection rules and to increase the number of dipole-allowed transitions [6 10]. In particular, the Coulomb interaction influences the transition probability to higher
excited two-electron-hole pair states [6]. Therefore, the theoretical model presented in this
chapter takes into account the valence band mixing and Coulomb interaction. Figure 6.1
shows schematically the possible excitations in the considered system. Choosing a pump
energy close to the lowest quantum confined transitions, the lowest electron state can be
populated at maximum by two electrons due to their Fennionic character. The holes
populate both ground and excited states because the states are much closer in energy due
to their heavier masses. In the two-particle picture, the basic states of the system are the
zero, one and two electron-hole pair states, thus resulting in a "three-level" system, where
exactly one of the possible levels can be occupied.
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FIG. 6.1. Scheme of the optical transitions considered in the model: The one- and twoelectron-hole pair states start from the electron and the hole in the ground states (1 Sc and
(S,D)3/2 respectively) and continue to higher levels with the hole populating excited states.
The hole states are mixed states of (L,L+2) type symmetry, L being total angular
momentum.

Using a numerical matrix diagonalization method [7], the one- and two-pair wave
functions, eigenenergies and corresponding transition dipole moments have been
calculated. The Luttinger Hamiltonian within the axial approximation [11] has been
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applied to describe the quantum confinement induced valence band mixing while the spinsplit-off band is neglected. Then, by solving the multi-band optical Bloch equations, the
differential absorption spectra (-AaL) have been determined. The presence of gain is
indicated when the magnitude of the signal in the differential absorption spectrum exceeds
the value in the linear absorption. In Figure 6.2a, the numerically calculated differential
absorption spectra have been plotted for various excitation intensities for a dot radius of
R=O.5aB (I11c= 0.21110, 'Y1 = 0.8 [11]). The dephasing time has been chosen to be 25 fs. The
inset of Figure 6.2a shows the oscillator strength of the transitions from the one-pair to the
ground states (plotted above the baseline) and from the two-pair to the one-pair states
(plotted below the baseline). The modification of the ideal selection rules due to Coulomb
interaction and valence band mixing results in a multitude of new optical transitions. The
most important transitions contributing to the optical gain are between the two-pair
ground state (lse, lSc, 1(S,D)312, 1(S,D)312) and the one-pair ground state (lSc, 1(S,D)3ri),
and both transitions between the excited two-pair state (lSc, lse, 1(S,D)312, 2(S,D)312,) and
the one-pair states (lSc, 1(S,D)312) and (lSc, 2(S,D)312), respectively. The bleaching spectra
of these transitions overlap and form the differential absorption signal plotted in Figure
6.2a. The upward arrow indicates the pump energy. With increasing pump intensity, the
optical transitions are increasingly bleached and the differential absorption surpasses the
linear spectrum, i. e. optical gain occurs. The gain region stretches from below the lowest
quantum confined absorption transition up to or even beyond the pump energy. The
increase of the pump intensity has been modeled in the calculations by raising the
occupation probability for two-pair states compared to that of the one-pair states.
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elements Il for the one-pair transitions (above the baseline) and the two-pair transitions
(below the baseline).
(b) Experimental differential absorption at t=5ps for decreasing intensities 10, 1012, 1014,
1oI8, ... etc. (10=25 mJ/cm2, T =10 K, pump wavelength=560 nm). The inset shows the
linear absorption (dotted) and the absorption spectra at 10 (solid) and 10132 (dashed).

The spectral shape of the gain is a result of contributions from both two-pair to onepair transitions and one-pair to ground state transitions. The transitions from the two-pair
to the one-pair states playa crucial role for the gain in quasi OD systems. The extension of
the gain below the absorption edge is caused by transitions between the two-electron-hole
pair ground state and the one-electron-hole pair excited states. This low-energy shift
cannot be explained by a band gap renormalization as in bulk semiconductors, because the
two electrons and the two holes have anti parallel spins and do not show any exchange
interaction. Depending on the ratio between energy level spacing and homogeneous
linewidth, the nonlinear spectra can show broad or narrow features due to the variety of
possible transitions.
In order to verify the model, femtosecond pump-probe experiments have been
performed. AIlS fs pump pulse at 560 nm with 7 nm FWHM excited the sample, which
was held at 10K. After 5 ps a white light fs pulse probed the absorption. The change in
the absorption (-AaL) is plotted in Figure 6.2b for various excitation intensities. At low
pump intensities, gain develops from the low energy side of the spectrum, extending at the
highest pump intensity from below 660 nm to 560 nm. At the highest pump intensities, the
magnitude of the low energy gain exceeds the magnitude of the linear aL spectrum. The
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experimental data agree very well with the theoretical calculations. The inset to Figure
6.2b shows the same experimental data as Figure 6.2b, except that the probe beam
absorption aL is plotted instead of the -~aL signal. In the case of maximum pump
intensity 10, the gain has a maximum value of -aL=0.28 (22% of linear absorption). Gain
can be observed for the first time in the spectra at a pump intensity of 10132. From the
spectra it can be clearly seen that the maximum gain occurs at different spectral positions
compared to the peaks in the linear absorption, therefore demonstrating that the gain does
not arise only from the inverted one~pair states.
Time resolved measurements (see Figure 6.3) demonstrate that the gain reaches its
maximum after 1-2 ps and exists for about 200 ps. In comparison to the gain from
localized states in II-VI quantum wells, where a gain buildup time on the order of a few
tens of ps was observed [1], the gain buildup here is much faster. This behavior can be
well explained if one assumes that in 2D structures the excitons need some time to move
through the local potentials and to become finally localized before the stimulated process
sets in [12]. Hence, the timescale in 2D structures is determined by the exciton diffusion
time in real space, whereas in our system the relevant time is the one-pair and two-pair
generation time. The magnitude of the optical gain below the absorption edge clearly
exceeds the absorption value of the linear spectrum and has the same fast decay dynamics
as the whole spectrum (about 200 ps), thus excluding the possibility that the low energy
gain arises from trap states in the absorption tail.
A detailed study of the gain buildup and decay dynamics supports the multi-level
model. Figure 6.3a shows that the bleaching rises simultaneously over a broad energy
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range within about 300 fs. The three lowest states are being bleached. The gain occurs
also below the absorption edge. After the pump pulse is gone, the bleaching still rises, yet
slower, until a maximum is reached after about 1.2 ps. The bleaching decay (shown in
Figure 6.3b) shows a faster recovery at the high energy side. It is interesting to note that
there is some gain left on the low energy side (where the bleaching exceeds the linear
absorption) even after 200 ps. The persistant bleaching, which one would expect around
the pump if a phonon bottleneck were present, is not observed. As seen in Figure 6.2b, at
low intensities only the low energy states bleach, while at high intensities also the higher
energy states bleach.
The explanation for these observations produces several inconsistencies with the simple
exciton model. An electron-hole pair whose electron bleaches the different hole states
simulataneously and whose hole relaxes through the states contradicts the observation that
the higher exciton states are not bleached at later times and at low intensities. The
common electron should bleach those even if a hole relaxation took place.
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In our biexciton model, however, the dynamic behavior of the bleaching and gain
dynamics can be explained consistently: At early times and high intensities, a two step
absorption processes creates biexcitons, and hence the exciton levels are blocked.
Therefore the probe photons will not be absorbed, and the exciton transitions are visible as
a bleaching in the differential absorption spectra. The late bleaching dynamics is explained
by biexcitons decaying into excitons, hence bleaching only exciton levels and therefore
allowing the induced absorption of probe photons under the creation of biexcitons. The
intensity dependent behavior is caused by the predominant creation of excitons at low
energies, connected with a high energy induced absorption of probe photons, and a
predominant creation of biexcitons for high intensities.

A further argument supporting the presence of two-pair transitions has been obtained
from the study of time-resolved luminescence in the gain region. The luminescence at the
energies of the two-pair states systematically shows a faster decay compared to that
arising from the one-pair states [13].
To further verify the multi-level model presented in Figure 6.1, a three beam
experiment has been performed to study the dynamics in the gain region [14]. First, a
strong pump beam (pump 1) at 560 nm creates gain. After 5 ps, when the gain is
completely built up, a second pump beam (pump2) of 160 fs pulsewidth is tuned through
the gain region. A broad-band probe beam tests the spectral changes in the gain spectrum
at different delay times, ranging from -80 fs to lOps. From this type of experiment, one
gets direct evidence that leads to the conclusion that an inversion has been produced, and
that indeed the two-pair to one-pair transitions are involved in the gain process. In Figure
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6.3 the differential absorption signal (-AcxL = ~20~ ~20N) of the gain spectrum
is presented for different delay times and detunings of the pump2 pulse. Series (ii) of
Figure 6.4 shows the temporal development of the -AcxL signal. At early times, a spectral
hole in the gain can be observed around the center wavelength of pump2. The appearance
of an induced absorption signal (reduced gain) clearly proves the existence of gain.
Without gain, only bleaching (reduced absorption) would appear in the spectra.
Simultaneously with the spectral hole around pump2, a second hole forms around 565 run,
which grows even faster as the pump pulse continues to take carriers out of the gain

.

region. The spectral hole around pump2 has nearly completely disappeared after 160 fs,
when the gain depletion around 565 nm reaches its maximum. At later times, the
magnitude of the gain depletion decreases, reaching about half its maximum value at 10
ps. These dynamics of the spectral holeburning in the gain region can be well understood

in our model: The strong pump1 creates gain by populating two-pair states. The photon of
the pump2 causes a stimulated transition from the two-pair to the one-pair state under
emission of a photon. The now incoming probe photon sees a reduced gain which appears
as an induced absorption signal around pump2. Simultaneously, the very likely transition
from the one-pair states to the two-pair excited states become allowed which causes the
large induced absorption feature around 565 nm. The shift of this signal to the blue after
10 ps is attributed to the relaxation of the one-electron-hole pair to its ground state. The
series (i) to (v) of Figure 6.3 show the spectral behavior when tuning pump2 through the
gain region.
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FIG. 6.4. Spectral holeburning in the gain region measured at delay times of -80 fs, 0 fs
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587 run (i), 597 run (ii), 607 run (iii), 617 run (iv), and 627 run (v). (ii) shows additionally
160 fs and 10 ps (bold) and the pump spectrum. The series have been offset by -0.04.
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The spectral hole around pump2 clearly follows the pump wavelength whereas the gain
depletion around 565 nm does not shift with varying pump wavelength. The gain region
between the two spectral holes is also being depleted. The pump2 beam causes a two-pair
to recombine into a one-pair and a photon, thus allowing the probe photon to populate a
two-pair state again. All energetically higher two-pair states are possible, up to the highest
excited state which is the high energy limit of the spectral hole. The simultaneous
occurrence of both induced absorption features is proof to the coupled nature of the onepair - two-pair system. Likewise, this is a strong argument against the involvement of trap
states in the gain spectrum, since their depletion cannot produce spectral holes
simultaneously at the trap energy and at higher energies.
Figure 6.5 shows the theoretical results for spectral holeburning in the gain region. In
the calculations, the gain curve has been used as the initial condition of the optical Bloch
equations. Then the pump-probe experiment has been modeled relative to pump2. The
time delay for the calculations has been chosen to be 80 fs. From the calculations, one can
see that the spectral hole around pump2 follows the detuning, while the higher energetic
spectral hole remains at a constant spectral position. This feature can only be explained by
our model which includes Coulomb and valence band mixing effects, thus allowing the
transitions between the excited two-pair and the one-pair ground state. The variety of
optical transitions possible from different excited one-pair as well as two-pair levels is an
important aspect of gain processes in strongly confined systems and is common for quasi
zero-dimensional systems.
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In summary, experimental evidence for gain in strongly confined zero-dimensional
systems has been given, choosing as an example small CdSe quantum dots with R-D.5aa
The microscopic theory is in good agreement with the experiment and explains well the
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broad spectral shape of the gain and its extension below the absorption edge. The model
includes the calculation of the possible one-pair and two-pair states and determines the
various transition dipole moments between them. As a result, spectrally quasi-continuous
gain has been found even in a system with discrete energy levels.
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7. PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS WITH CIRCULARLY
POLARIZED LIGHT IN STRONGLY CONFINED QUANTUM DOTS

7.1. Introduction

The multi-level model yielded a qualitative and quantitative agreement with the
experiments, as far as gain build-up, decay, and various intensities were concerned. Also
spectral holebuming in the gain region showed the validity of our model. All these
experiments were done with linearly polarized light.
However, the ultimate test our model had to pass was an experiment that directly
excited certain spin states of the carriers involved. If spin up and spin down carriers could
be selectively excited and their population be tested, several questions would be answered.
Therefore, circularly polarized light as pump and probe beams was used. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 7.1.

Sample
Probe

Pump

FIG. 7.1. Pump-probe setup with circularly polarized beams. QWP stands for quarter
wave plate, and LP for linear polarizer. The analyzer behind the sample suppresses
scattered light from the pump.
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First, the question of the phonon bottleneck could be addressed. When pump-probe
experiments with linearly polarized light and low intensities were performed in order to
measure carrier relaxation rates in quantum dots, it was extremely difficult to observe the
'hot' carrier population around the pump beam as it was in bulk semiconductors [7.1].
This hot carrier population should manifest itself in quantum dots due to the large
quantized level separation. In the case of a level spacing larger than the LO phonon
energy, carrier relaxation should be substantially slowed down because of the lack of final
states. This large carrier population would remain for a long time around the pump
wavelength and appear as a distinct bleaching in the differential absorption spectra.
Second, a clear distinction between exciton and biexciton states only from the co- and
counterpolarized pump-probe spectra would be possible. Even a direct observation of the
time dependent biexciton dynamics should be feasible.
And third, from the time dependent difference between co- and counterpolarized pumpprobe spectra, the dynamics of carrier spins and possible spin flip processes could be
extracted.
All of these statements are based on the applicability of the so called 'diamond model'
[1] for the strongly confined quantum dots. This diamond model represents the coupled
multi-level model including excitons and biexcitons with their different spins in the
presence of a strong coupling. Let us first see how the diamond model evolves from the
uncoupled two two-level systems shown in Figure 7.2a. The band structure of the
Wurtzite CdSe has a single s-like conduction band with 1=0 and roi=±1/2. The p-like
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valence band, however, which stems from the 3p6 orbitals of the Se, consists of three
different bands, called A, B, and C.

CB
_ _ Hype 0=0)

(a)

m=±112
j=:t112

VB

p-type 0=1)

r7

_

B:j=312
m=±112

WiNe Vector

(b)

~
~

1e.+112>

~

~

~

1A.+312>
16.·112>

~

18.·112>

~

1A.-3I2>
16.+112>

Coupling

FIG. 7.2. (a) Band structure ofCdSe with quantum numbers and symmetry groups. (b)
Uncoupled two two-level systems without coupling. Coupling can occur due to a lowering
of the symmetry.

The C-band is the spin-orbit split-off band and is usually neglected due to its large
energetic separation. The A and B valence bands correspond to the heavy and light hole
bands in GaAs. Due to the hexagonal structure of CdSe, the cubic symmetry is broken and
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the longer c-axis acts like an 'internal strain', permanently lifting the degeneracy of the
j=3/2 states at

r=o.

In the presence of circularly polarized light, the remaining twofold

Kramers degeneracy due to the different spins is lifted, and the system can be considered
as two uncoupled two-level systems (see Figure 7.2b). A cr" photon decreases the total
angular momentum by one, while a cr+ photon increases j by one. Due to the angular
momenta in the A and B bands, only certain spin states are responding to the different
circular polarizations. If for some reason the symmetry is lifted, the two two-level systems
are no longer the eigenstates of the system, and the new eigenstates will be linear
combinations of the old eigenstates, therefore 'coupling' the hitherto uncoupled systems
together. This coupled system is represented by the so-called diamond level scheme, in
which the ground state and biexciton states are common states of the system. The
coupling can occur due to disorder, stress, roughness, symmetry change and so on. It is
more than likely that in our small quantum dots, one or more of those factors contribute to
coupling.
A schematic drawing of this diamond level scheme is shown in Figure 7.3. The
horizontal lines represent the ground state, exciton states, and biexciton states. The
diagonal arrows represent a transition caused by a cr+ or cr" photon. The solid arrows on
the lines are symbolizing electrons with their spin (up or down), and the dashed arrows are
representing the holes. The biexciton ground state IlSclScls3121s312> can be populated only
by electrons and holes with antiparallel spin.
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Ixx>
Ix>
10>
FIG. 7.3. Our proposed 'diamond level scheme' for the exciton and biexciton
transitions in strongly confined quantum dots. The horizontal lines represent the ground
state, exciton states and biexciton states. The leftward (rightward) diagonal arrows
represent a transition caused by a cr+ (cr") photon. The solid black arrows on the lines
symbolize electrons with their spin (up or down), and the gray arrows represent the holes.
Note that the biexciton ground state 11S01Scls3121s312> can be populated only by electrons
and holes with anti parallel spin.

That means we will assume that cr+ light actually creates a spin up electron and a spin
down hole and vice versa for the cr- light. This model has been successfully applied by
Kuhl and coworkers [7.1] to quantum wells after it was originally introduced by
Gonokami [7.2], and Stark [7.3] later applied it to quantum wells in a strong magnetic
field, which yields also a strongly confined zero dimensional system, a 'magneto quantum
dot'. Although no exact theory has been worked out for the selection rules of strongly
confined quantum dots in circularly polarized light, the rules presented here were assumed
to be reasonable [7.4,7.5,7.6]. Usually, their applicability is assumed in the case of (a) a
direct transition of the semiconductor, and (b) p-like valence bands and an s-like
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conduction band. This is the case for CdSe. Also, very recently, Henneberger and
coworkers have applied this diamond model to gain in quantum wells, investigating
biexcitons with circularly polarized light [7.8].

7.2. Phonon Bottleneck
Let us now address the question involving the phonon bottleneck. Usually, the
explanation for the missing bleaching around the pump is the induced absorption of probe
photons due to the creation of biexcitons around the pump wavelength that compensates
for the bleaching induced by the hot carrier population. However, if a spin selective
experiment could be done, i.e. a pump-probe experiment with copolarized light, then the
only state possible with

cl pump and probe light would be a biexciton with two

parallel

electron spins and two parallel hole spins. This state is forbidden by Pauli's exclusion
principle, hence the induced absorption of the probe photon should be suppressed. For
counterpolarized pump-probe experiments, however, the 0'+ pump photon and the 0" probe
photon would create an allowed biexciton with antiparallel electron and hole spins.
Therefore, the induced absorption due to the absorbed probe photon would appear in the
probe spectrum and counteract the bleaching.
The experiment was performed in strongly confined CdSe quantum dots with radius of
0.5

as. Figure 7.4 shows the result of the pump-probe experiment: In Figure 7.4a, showing

the bleaching under copolarized conditions, the bleaching around the pump beam at 560
nm in the first 200-300 fs is clearly visible. Then the population relaxes towards lower
energies, at a rate in the of leV/ps (200 meV in about 240-320 fs).
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FIG. 7.4. Bleaching for strongly confined quantum dots with (a) circularly co- and (b)
circularr counterpolarized pump and probe beams. The pump intensity is about 7
GW/cm , the pump wavelength is 560nm. The pump pulse has a duration of about 115fs.
The time delay increases from bottom to top; the time step is 80 fs.
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Figure 7.4b shows the same experiment with counterpolarized beams. Here, no
additional bleaching around the pump beam can be observed. Note that the peak around
the pump beam is not caused by pump scatter because any scattered light would be seen
also at earlier or later time delays.

Figure 7.5 shows the bleaching behavior for lower intensities. Again, the population
around the pump beam can be clearly seen in the copolarized geometry, while it is absent
in the counterpolarized case. Note the extreme difference in the height of the bleaching.
The peak differential absorption is about a factor of 1.6 higher for the copolarized light in
comparison with the counterpolarized light.
It should be remarked that great care was taken in assuring that the experimental

conditions, especially the pump intensities, were kept exactly the same for the two
polarizations. The same results were obtained with either rotating the pump or the probe
polarization. The pump could be kept constant and the probe quarter wave plate fast axis
was turned by 90 degrees. The probe could be kept constant and the liquid crystal retarder
quarter wave plate in the pump beam was changed electronically (with no mechanical
moves in the setup) to 31J4. The degree of circular polarization was measured to be better
than 95%. The angle between pump and probe was kept within 10°. Both methods yielded
the same results within 5%. Due to the fact that the pump was rotated and due to the fact
that this is a differential method, any polarization dependence of the spectrometer, e.g.
through the grating direction, is completely eliminated.
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FIG. 7.5. Bleaching for strongly confined quantum dots with (a) circularly co- and (b)
circularr counterpolarized pump and probe beams. The pump intensity is about 550
KW/cm . The parameters are the same as in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.6 shows the bleaching dynamics for a very high pump intensity. The
population difference between co- and counterpolarized beams does not appear so
distinctively as at lower pump intensities. Also, the difference of the maximum bleaching
value nearly vanished. A higher shoulder at higher energies is the only clearly visible
difference between the two set of spectra. At these high intensities, the selection rules and
probably our diamond model are no longer strictly valid.
The factor of 1.6 seems to be the limit for the maximum bleaching of the co- to the
counterpolarized bleaching in the low density case. For intermediate intensities, as in
figure 3, the ratio between the maximum copolarized bleaching and the counterpolarized
case was about 1.1. In the high intensity case, the ratio was close to 1. O. Up to now, no
current theoretical model was able to give a quantitative description of these factors and
their intensity dependence. In the qualitative model (see also Figure 7.7) one can consider
the larger bleaching in the copolarized case by the complete blocking of the final states by
excitons created by the pump beam. In the counterpolarized case, this transition is
forbidden, not due to the lack of final states but due to the unavailability of initial states.
For some reason, there might be some quantitative difference between these two
processes.
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FIG. 7.6. Bleaching for strongly confined quantum dots with (a) co- and (b)
counterpolarized pump and probe beams. The pump intensity is about 55 GW/cm2• The
parameters are the same as in Figure 7.4.
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For larger quantum dots in the intermediate confinement regime, the largest factor at
lowest pump intensities (not shown here) was found to be 1.25. Thus, some kind of size
dependence changing the selection rules seems to playa role here.
At resonant excitation (around 590 nm; this case will be discussed later), the largest
ratio found was also 1.6.

7.3. Biexciton Dynamics
If we believe in the diamond level scheme, we can obtain direct information about the
biexciton dynamics. If the copolarized bleaching spectra are subtracted from the
counterpolarized ones, we get the biexciton population as an induced absorption (i.e.
negative) signal. This can be visualized in a diagram shown in Figure 7.7. The left diagram
shows the copolarized pump-probe case: The pump beam creates an exciton, and the
probe beam can no longer excite an exciton due to the Pauli exclusion principle.
Therefore, the probe photon cannot be absorbed, hence showing up as bleaching signal in
the differential absorption spectrum. In the counterpolarized case, the exciton is created by
the pump photon. A probe photon can then be absorbed to create a biexciton with
antiparallel spins, giving some induced absorption. The transition from the ground state to
the other exciton state is not allowed for the c:{ probe photon due to the unavailability of a
ground state, hence yielding a bleaching. The excitation is already in the form of an
exciton.
Subtracting these copolarized from the counterpolarized diagram, the ground state to
exciton transition bleachings cancel each other (hereby the symmetry between cr+ and cr" is
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assumed), and only the induced absorption of the allowed counterpolarized transition
occurs. But this transition yields exactly the biexciton population! Therefore, this method
yields a direct way for the observation ofbiexciton dynamics.

Ixx>

.

•

.

Ix>

10>
copolarized

counterpolarized

FIG. 7.7. Pump-probe experiment with circularly co- and counterpolarized beams.
Solid arrows show the allowed pump transitions. The dashed arrow shows the allowed
probe transition under the creation of a biexciton in the counterpolarized case, giving an
induced absorption signal. The dotted arrows show the forbidden probe transitions in the
copolarized case, yielding a bleaching.

In the experiment, we performed a differential measurement between right and left
circularly polarized pump light by switching the voltage on the LCD retarder in order to
directly obtain the differences between the polarizations. The results were the same as
when subtracting the bleaching spectra from each other, but the noise level could be
reduced substantially.
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Figure 7.8 shows the result of such differential polarization experiments. A negative
signal means net induced absorption and hence in our model biexciton population.
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FIG. 7.8. Differential pump-probe experiment. The y-axis shows the difference of the
bleaching for (counter minus co)-polarized beams. The pump is at 560 nm. Experimental
parameters are identical to those in Fi~re 7.4. The pump intensities are (a) 550 KW/cm2,
(b) 7 GW/cm2, and (c) 55 GW/cm. The time step increases from top to bottom.
Timesteps are (a, b) 80 fs, and (c) 50 fs.
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At low intensities, there seems to be at early times some biexciton creation around the
pump, probably due to some two-step absorption process. Simultaneously, at some lower
energy there seems to be a larger population of biexcitons being created. Subsequently,
the biexcitons around the pump seem to relax to lower energies, and after 500 fs there is
only one big induced absorption peak visible. Its maximum at 598 nm is about 10 meV
lower than the bleaching peak as shown in Figure 7.4a at 595 nm. This is explained by the
biexciton binding energy, which is supposed to be on that order of magnitude [7.9]. It is
also interesting to note the pronounced shoulder around 640 nm.
At higher intensity (Figure 7.8b), a sharp peak around the pump wavelength can be
seen at early times. After about 300 fs, the induced absorption signal relaxes to a much
rounder and more featureless structure with only small changes on the fast timescale. At
highest intensities (Figure 7.8c), again a fast rising and sharp, but broad, feature can be
seen around the pump wavelength. This induced absorption does not show a relaxation
behavior towards smaller energies. Only the magnitude of the induced absorption is
reduced, and after about 300 to 400 fs a kind of steady state is reached and the induced
absorption changes only little afterwards.
No theoretical model has been invented to describe these observations. Such a model
would have to include a combination of the multi-level model presented in the

advanc~d

theory section of this work and the diamond level model of this section. The diamond
model would have to include the various excited biexciton levels, and some interlevel
relaxation would have to take place. The low intensity behavior could be understood in
such a model of the actual observability of the relaxation of the biexcitons through the
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different excited biexciton states. For higher intensities it is likely that all kind of excited
biexciton states are occupied and no relaxation can take place, or the biexcitons are
created average over a wide range, so that any individual relaxation process in a single dot
is obscured.
Until now, it is completely unrealistic to develop a full microscopic model including all
relaxation terms in the multi-level Bloch equations. For the experimental (ad)venture to
determine the interlevel relaxation rates, very clean and well defined quantum dots would
have to be developed. Maybe in the future this can be realized with passivated surfaces
and polymer host matrices [7.10]. However, the experimental method presented here
allows the determination of these rates once better materials are available.

7.4. Determination of Spin Flip Times
We also looked at the later dynamics in the picosecond range ofthe circularly polarized
bleaching. Figure 7.9 shows the differential (counter-copolarized) bleaching spectra for
times ranging from 2 to 200 ps. At low pump intensity, the induced absorption decays to
zero in about 100 to 200 ps (Figure 7.9a). This recovery takes places within 50 ps for
intermediate pump intensity (Figure 7. 9b), and for high intensity within 20 ps. At highest
intensity a peak around the pump remains. It is hard to say whether its origin lies in small
pump scatter or some photo darkening around the pump. Our spin sensitive model explains
this bleaching recovery by spin relaxation or spin flips, leading to the same spins after a
certain spin flip time. The higher intensity seems to lead to faster spin flips, but also the
influence of the surface or impurities in the dots could lead to spin flips.
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FIG. 7.9. Differential pump-probe experiment. The y-axis shows the difference of the
bleaching for (counter-co)-polarized beams. The pump is at 560 run. Experimental
parameters are identical to those in Figure 7.4. The pump intensities are (a) 550 KW/cm2,
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Even an LO phonon (25 meV) might have enough energy to cause such a process. The
exact details, however, are in the realm of speculation. Stark and coworkers, surprisingly,
found similar behavior and times in their magneto-quantum dots (quantum wells in a
strong magnetic field) [7.5]. Therefore, this spin dynamics seems to be rather an intrinsic
property of strongly confined quantum dots rather than a result of surface scattering,
because the confinement in Stark's quantum dots is due to the magnetic confinement and
not due to a 'dirty' edSe-giass interface.

7.5. Resonant Excitation
I do not want to conclude this chapter without mentioning our resonant circularly
polarized pump-probe experiments. The results of these experiments are just stunning and
a complete riddle for now. However, a certain pattern could be found and the results are
absolutely reproducible. I think that this work is the right place to keep those results, even

if for now we cannot submit any publication on these results.
Since the seminal work of Hu and Koch on biexcitons in quantum dots [7.11], it was
assumed that the induced absorption at the high energy side of the main bleaching peak:
was due to excited biexcitons. Therefore, a low intensity circularly polarized pump-probe
experiment with a pump beam directly at the lowest transition should show the induced
absorption feature for counterpolarized light and not for copolarized light. Figure 7.10
shows the experimental result: Surprisingly, the induced absorption feature is not only
present, but even stronger for copolarized light (a). This yields in the differential spectrum
(c) an unphysical negative biexciton population.
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Yuan Hu's explanation for this riddle was to assume that excited biexciton states could
have somehow parallel spins, a so-called antibinding state. Also, Henneberger claims to
have found such a state in his quantum wells [7.8]. Only then this observed behavior could
be explained. Note also the fine structure in the induced absorption, which might be due to
different excited biexciton states.

A closer look at the data is even more surprising. We examined the height of the
bleaching maximum in both co- and counterpolarized cases and plotted it versus time for
various intensities (Figure 7.10). The copolarized trace shows a bleaching overshoot
during the pump pulse, returning to some smaller value and increasing slowly (for high
pump intensities), until after about 500 fs to 1000 fs a steady state value is reached. The
counterpolarized trace shows a similar behavior with the difference that its bleaching onset
is later and the overshoot is less pronounced.
The earlier bleaching onset and the copolarized overshoot are similar to 'coherent
transients' [7.6,7.12]. A coherent pump-probe coupling would lead to the observation.
However, any details in our case are unknown. We checked whether the coherent
phenomenon (which was also observed in resonant experiments with linearly polarized
light) was not Self Induced Transparency (SIT, see appendix). Therefore, the transient
behavior would have had to be twice as fast for case (a) as compared with case (b). The
intensity is four times higher, therefore the electric field is twice as high and the Rabi
oscillation time

n is proportional to J.LE (J.1 being the dipole moment) . It can be seen from
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Figures (a) and (b) that this was not the case. The expected behavior for SIT was
obsetved later in bulk CdSe (see appendix).
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FIG. 7.11. Differential absorption at the maximum bleaching wavelength versus time
for co- and counterpolarized pump-probe experiments. The squares label the copolarized
traces, and the circles the counterpolarized ones. The intensities are (a) 220 GW/cm2, (b)
55 GW/cm2, (c) 7 GW/cm2, and (d) 550 KW/cm2• The pump wavelength is 602 nm and
the pump pulse duration is 115 fs. The traces are taken at (a, b) 598.5 nm, (c) 594.4 nm,
(d) 590 nm. The time scale is not absolute.
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AI; a final note: Heberle has very recently performed an ultrafast coherent exciton

control and destruction experiment [7.14]. He compares transient carrier behavior for inphase and out-of-phase control pulses in a quantum well and observed a very similar
overshoot behavior. The difference to the SIT experiments is a much lower intensity used
for his kind of effect.
The second rise of the bleaching might be explained by very hot carriers, excited by
two photon absorption at twice the pump energy, relaxing down and increasing the
population. The relaxation times and rates agree with observations by Hunsche and
coworkers [7.13], who pumped quantum dots in the intermediate confinement regime with
the second harmonic (310 nm) of an amplified CPM laser and observed relaxation rates of
about 1ps/eV. The recurring bleaching does not occur at low intensities because
probability for a two-photon absorption process is lower.

t~e
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8. DEPHASING IN THE GAIN REGION OF II-VI
SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS
We investigate the dephasing times in highly excited CdSe and CdS o.3Seo.7 nanocrystals
by spectral hole burning throughout the gain region. The energy dependence of the
dephasing time T2 will be compared between quantum dots in the strong confinement
regime and bulk like microcrystals. The T2 time in strongly confined quantum dots remains
rather constant, while the bulk-like sample shows a continuous increase of T2 towards the
transparency point. This observation is attributed to the different gain mechanisms in the
strong and the weak quantum confinement regimes.

8.1. Introduction

The dephasing processes in highly excited inverted semiconductor systems have
attracted increasing interest. Their investigation in dependence of the semiconductor
dimensionality gives information about the changes in the scattering mechanisms and the
dominant contributions to the optical gain. In highly excited 3D semiconductors,
dephasing processes have been investigated for the first time by Kim et al. and Meissner et
al. [8.1, 8.2]. The scattering rate in the inverted semiconductor strongly depends on the
phase space available for scattering events [8.3]. In the gain region of bulk CdSe the
dephasing time T2 has been studied by spectral hole burning and by degenerate four wave
mixing [8.4]. For dephasing by scattering within a degenerate electron-hole plasma, T2
strongly increases towards the transparency point, i.e. the crossover between absorption
and gain. This effect, also known as "Fermi edge singularity", demonstrates that in a
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Fennionic carrier system, scattering events become very unlikely near the Fenni edge due
to the occupied final states. In zero-dimensional semiconductors, the density of states
undergoes a dramatic change with decreasing radius. For small quantum dots, the density
of states consists of a number of discrete states, rather than a continuous Fenni-Dirac
distribution. Furthermore, the gain formation in small quantum dots is quite different from
that in bulk semiconductors [8.5], as it is detennined by both excitonic and biexcitonic
transitions. Therefore, one would expect a strong influence of the reduced dimensionality
on the scattering behavior of these systems.
Microcrystals in the weak confinement regime under high excitation stiII show the
influence of carrier-carrier scattering on the dephasing [8.6]. For quantum dots in the
strong confinement regime, no information exists on the phase relaxation in the gain
region so far. Carriers in the absorption region of strongly confined CdSe quantum dots
have been investigated with femtosecond pulses at low excitation intensities [8.7]. The
measured dephasing times were attributed to carrier scattering with phonons and defects.
In this paper, we present results of femtosecond spectral hole burning in the gain region

of CdSe and CdSo.3 Seo.7 nanocrystals. We compare dephasing times in bulk-like
microcrystals and in strongly confined quantum dots. The influence of disorder on the
dephasing process in the ternary system is also discussed.

8.2. Experiment
The experiments were carried out with the pump-probe setup of Figure 8.1, which uses
three different femtosecond pulses.
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FIG. 8.1. Experimental setup. The nanocrystal samples are held at T=lOK.

The first pump beam (pumpl) excites the sample to create gain. Its 560 nm wavelength
is 100-200 meV above the lowest transition in the nanocrystals. A second tunable pump
beam (pump2) arrives 5 ps after pump1 and causes stimulated emission, which reduces
the gain. A third, broadband probe beam is used to interrogate the sample transmission
after a variable time delay. The frequency chirp of this broadband probe was measured via
two-photon absorption in a ZnO crystal [8.8] and then removed numerically. The three
beams were generated using a femtosecond laser system based on a colliding-pulse
modelocked dye laser. The 620 nm pulses were amplified in a six-pass dye amplifier,
pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser at 527 om, running at 1 kHz. The amplified
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pulses (pulse energy 4 mJ) were focused onto an ethylene glycol jet to create a white light
continuum. A small part of this continuum was split off to serve as the probe beam. The
main part was sent through a narrowband interference filter to select the wavelength of
pumpl. This beam was then reamplified in a second dye amplifier (Rhodamine 575),
pumped by another doubled Nd:YLF laser. The resulting pulses had a duration of 115 fs
and a 6 nm spectral bandwidth. The maximum achievable fluence on the sample was 25
mJ/cm2 , which corresponds to a pump 1 intensity on the sample of about 200 GW/cm2 • In

order to create a third beam to serve as the tunable pump2 beam, we passed the white
light continuum reflected from the interference filter through a pulse shaper in Fourier
transform configuration [8.9], using a grating-lens-combination and a spatial Gaussian
filter. This enabled us to create transform-limited and bandwidth-tunable pulses with
temporal and spectral Gaussian shape and a pulse duration of 160 fs. The intensity of these
pulses on the sample was on the order of 100-1000 kW/cm2 • To minimize scattering, the
pump pulses had orthogonal linear polarization with respect to the probe pulse. The
differential absorption spectra (-AaL =

~2 OFF - ~2 ON)

were recorded with a

spectrometer for different pump2-probe delays. A signal with a negative sign corresponds
to induced absorption (=reduced gain). The samples consisted of CdS o.3 Seo.7 and CdSe
nanocrystals in a 200J.lm thick borosilicate glass matrix held at 10K. The dot radii were 5.2
nm and 25 nm for the CdSo.3 Seo.7 dots and 2.5 nm and 5.0 nm for the CdSe dots, with an
inhomogeneous size distribution of about 15-20%. The Bohr radii of bulk CdS o.3 Seo.7 and
CdSe are 4.4 nm and 5.8 nm, respectively. Thus the CdS o.3 Seo.7 samples are in the weak
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(R > aB) and intermediate (R :::: aB) quantum confinement regimes, while the CdSe samples

are in the intermediate and strong (R < aB) confinement regimes.

8.3. Results
8.3.1. Gain Spectra
Figure S.2 shows the linear absorption spectra and the absorption/gain spectra after
strong excitation of the samples with pump 1. The linear absorption spectra show a
blue shift of the absorption edge due to the quantum confinement. The band gap energies
of bulk CdS o.3 Seo.7 and CdSe are 2.04 eV and I.S3 eV, respectively. The absorption
shoulder is due to the first quantum confined transitions. Structures can be resolved in the
absorption spectrum of the CdSe dots, indicating transitions between the lowest confined
electron state and the first excited hole states [S.lO]. The CdS o.3 Seo.7 absorption is quite
featureless, probably due to inhomogeneous broadening. The gain bandwidth of the
different samples is generally more than 100 meV and stretches from below the absorption
edge to the transparency point (defined as the crossover from gain to absorption). The
gain formation in small quantum dots is quite different from that in bulk semiconductors
[S.5]. The strong quantum confinement generates multiple levels due to valence band
mixing, while the inclusion of Coulomb effects leads to a multitude of allowed biexciton to
exciton transitions. The gain below the absorption edge is consequently not due to band
gap renormalization but instead due to biexciton - excited exciton transitions, which have
a lower energy than the lowest exciton transition in these quantum dots.
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FIG. 8.2. Linear absorption spectra (upper cUlVes) and spectra of absorption/gain
(lower cUlVes) measured 5ps after the pump1 pulse excited the quantum dot samples
shown for different dot radii. The pump fluence was 25 m1/cm2 ; the pulse duration was
115 fs.
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In weakly confined nanocrystals, however, the gain formation is believed to be
governed by many-body effects and the subsequent filling of the closely spaced lowest
energy states [S.l1]. In the largest microcrystals the gain develops in analogy to a bulk
semiconductor with bandfilling and the development of an electron hole plasma.
Therefore, although the gain spectra look similar for the various samples, the underlying
gain processes are fundamentally different.

8.3.2. Spectral Hole Burning in the Gain Region
In order to confirm the different gain mechanisms, we performed spectral holeburning
in the gain region of each sample. The dephasing times were then extracted by analysis of
the spectral hole widths. Figure S.3a shows the differential absorption spectra for spectral
holeburning in the gain region for increasing pump2-probe time delays. Distinct negative
signals (induced absorptions) appear around the pump2 wavelength and at a shorter
wavelength, indicating that the gain has been reduced. This is a very sensitive measure for
the existence of gain. If the sample did not exhibit gain, one would expect a positive signal
(bleaching) as response to the pump2 pulse, because the sample would act as an
absorptive semiconductor, with its states being filled in the vicinity of the pump beam. In
our case, the reduction of the gain by pump2 is due to the stimulated transition of
biexcitons to exciton states. The probe beam can subsequently be reabsorbed by these
exciton states, creating biexcitonic ground states and excited biexciton states. These probe
photons are missing in the probe spectrum and give rise to the structured induced
absorption.
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FIG. 8.3. (a) Spectral holeburning in the gain region of CdSe quantum dots with R =
0.5 as. The differential absorption spectra are plotted for various time delays. Pump2
arrives 5 ps after pump 1. The probe arrives after pump2 at the given time delays. The
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wavelength of pump2 is 587 nm; the pump2 pulse duration is 160 fs. Negative signal (=
induced absorption) means a gain reduction. The spectra have been offset by -0.01.
(b) Theoretical result for spectral hole burning in the gain region in dots with R == 0.5
aD, calculated for excitation at (E - Eg)/ER= 22 and a delay of 160 fs for pump2. Pump 1 is
at (E - Eg)/ER = 37. ER is the bulk Rydberg energy.

Solving the optical Bloch equations in the framework of a multi-level model including
biexciton and exciton states [8.12] yields good quantitative agreement with the experiment
(Figure 8.3b).
The width of a spectral hole in the differential absorption spectrum of an
inhomogeneously broadened system is determined by a convolution of the homogeneous
linewidth (FWHM

= 2ff2)

and the spectral width of the pump and probe pulses. Upon

excitation, the pump creates a spectral hole which has a width determined by the
convolution of the pump with one homogeneous linewidth. This is called the "real spectral
hole". When the probe detects the spectral hole, the real spectral hole is again convolved
with the homogeneous linewidth [8.13]. This second convolution is easily visualized by
considering an infinitesimally narrow spectral portion of the probe. This narrow portion
samples a spectral width determined by the homogeneous linewidth of the material. Thus,
the resulting spectral hole contains two convolutions of the homogeneous linewidth, and is
equal to the observed spectral hole. Assuming a Lorentzian homogeneous lineshape, the
T2 time is then determined by deconvolving the Gaussian pump from the observed spectral
hole (after a straight background has been subtracted), and measuring the width of the
hole as [8.4] T2 = 2hhrAE, where AE is the spectral width of the hole after the pump has
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been deconvolved (see Figure 8.4a). The convolution has no analytic solution, therefore a
numerical Fast Fourier Transformation was performed. It turned out that when the
Gaussian and Lorentzian widths are approximately equal, as in this experiment, the
approximation of (Gaussian widthl'+(Lorentzian width)l.,=(observed spectral width)l.,
holds quite well. One can intuitively understand this result by taking into account that the
width of two Lorentzians convolved with one another is the sum of the widths, and the
square of the width of two Gaussians convolved with one another is the sum of the
squares of the single Gaussian widths. Figure 8.4b shows the numerical solutions for a
fixed Gaussian pump width of 17 meV (corresponding to a 160 fs pump2 pulse), giving
the real hole width and the corresponding dephasing time. The spectral hole width has
been measured as a function of pump2 energy and pump2-probe delay time for each
sample, as summarized in Figure 8.5. The error bars stem from the uncertainty in the
width determination, the numerical error in the deconvolution and the deviation of the
pump pulse spectrum from the assumed Gaussian shape.
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FIG. 8.4. (a) The upper curve shows a spectral hole in the gain region around the
pump2 wavelength and a fit to determine its FWHM. The lower curve shows the pump
spectrum (solid) and a Gaussian fit (dashed). The pulse duration ofpump2 was 160 fs.
(b) Result of the numerical calculation for the width of the observed spectral hole and
the deduced dephasing time for a inhomogeneously broadened system, a 17 meV wide
Gaussian pump2 pulse and an assumed Lorentzian lineshape for the homogeneously
broadened spectral hole in the gain region.
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8.3.3. Dephasing Times: Weak Versus Strong Confinement

In the following, we concentrate on the strongly confined CdSe quantum dots and on
the bulk-like CdS o.3 Seo.7 sample (full circles in Figures 8.5a and 8.5b). The reason for using
a mixed crystal sample for the bulk material was determined by sample availability and the
spectral range provided by the laser system. The influence of alloy disorder on the
dephasing time consists only in a shortening of the residual background dephasing and
does not change the energy dependence towards the transparency point, as will be
discussed below.
The bulk-like CdS o.3 Seo.7 sample (R> as) shows an increasing T2 time from 60 fs to
140 fs when the pump2 pulse is tuned from 1.97 eV towards higher energies. i.e. towards
the transparency point at 2.2 eV (Figure 8.5a). The T2 times are measured at a pump2probe delay of 0 fs. Strongly confined CdSe quantum dots with R = 0.5 aa show
dephasing times of about 250 fs when tuning the pump between 1.97 eV and 2.12 eV
(Figure 8.5b). The pump2-probe delay is 0 fs. No significant increasing or decreasing
trend can be seen.
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FIG. 8.5. Dephasing times versus wavelength in the gain region of different
nanocrystals.
.
(a) CdS o.3Seo.7 nanocrystals. The solid circles denote the dephasing times in the gain
region of bulk-like (R> aB) microcrystals at a pump2-probe delay of 0 fs. The open circles
denote the dephasing times for a sample with R = as.
(b) CdSe nanocrystals. The solid squares and circles denote the strongly confined (R =
0.5 as) quantum dots, the open squares and circles denote the intennediately confined (R
= aB) sample. The circles correspond to pump2-probe delays of 0 fs, the squares to delays
of 80 fs. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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Therefore, as a main result of our studies we have found that the strongly confined
CdSe dots show a rather constant T2 time behavior across the gain region, in contrast to
the continuous increase towards the transparency point in the bulk-like CdSO•3Se O•7
sample.
For later pump2-probe delay times we observe a shortening of the dephasing times by
about a factor of two in strongly confined CdSe quantum dots (95 fs to 155 fs for the
pump2-probe delay of SO fs). For later delay times in CdS o.3Seo.7 and CdSe nanocrystals
with R=aB, the dephasing times remain rather constant. For the CdS o.3Seo.7 nanocrystals,
the data has not been plotted in Figure S.5a for comprehensibility reasons.
One might speculate about the origin of the shortening of dephasing times in the small
quantum dots at later time delays. Similar behavior has been observed by spectral
holeburning in the absorption region of the same strongly confined quantum dots [S.14]
and explained by a multi-component dephasing time. On very short time scales (within the
first 100 fs), the different dephasing channels act with different rise times due to finite
coupling times for the different processes, e.g. as a delayed onset of dephasing due to
lattice vibrations.

8.3.4. Dephasing times: Alloy Disorder

In order to compare the binary CdSe with ternary CdSxSel.x, we compared nanocrystals
of the same size (R = aB) of both materials with each other (open circles in Figures S.5a
and S.5b). This allowed us to extract the residual dephasing contributions of disorder to
the dephasing rates. The CdSo.3Seo.7 sample with R = aB shows T2 times varying from 53 to
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77 fs (it was not possible to bum spectral holes throughout the whole wavelength range,
therefore only three points could be plotted). However, Bohr radius size CdSe quantum
dots show considerably larger T 2 times in the range of 100 fs to 130 fs for a delay of 0 fs
and in the range of 85 fs to 110 fs for a delay of 80 fs. As a general tendency of the
dephasing behavior in mixed crystals, a shortening of the T 2 time can be stated in
comparison with binary quantum dots of the same size.

8.4. Discussion
The interpretation of the dephasing data requires the consideration of various
microscopic dephasing mechanisms, (i) interactions within the optically generated plasma,

(ii) interaction of optical excitations with phonons in both the dot material and the matrix,
and (iii) interaction with static disorder due to irregularities of dot shape and alloy disorder
in the ternary dots. We can rule out mechanism (i) for the strongly confined quantum dots,
since the excitation spectrum is composed of discrete excitonic and biexcitonic
resonances, forming a quasi-continuum due to homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening. In the bulk-like dots, however, we expect that dephasing interactions are due
to plasma effects and become less effective when approaching the transparency point due
to phase space limitations [8.3].

In the experiments presented here, the bulk like microcrystals show energy dependent
dephasing times, shorter than those measured for intermediately or strongly confined
quantum dots. This is caused by the strong carrier-carrier interactions of electron-hole
pairs feeling a plasma-like environment in the large dots, where the electronic states are so
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close together that they fonn a band-like structure. Hence a strong excitation above the
lowest transition can create a number of excitons in the microcrystal, which interact
strongly with each other. However, closer to the transparency point, which corresponds to
the top of the Fermi sea in the plasma picture, there are not enough final k-states available
for carriers to scatter into. Consequently the scattering rates are decreased and the
dephasing rate will increase substantially. This explains the rising T2 time for increasing
photon energies in the bulk-like microcrystals.
In contrast to that, the strongly confined quantum dots exhibit quite a large electronic
level separation. Hence, a pump pulse tuned slightly above the absorption edge will
populate by at most two electrons in the 1So level. This system, consisting of a zeroelectron-hole-pair ground state, a few one-electron-hole-pair (exciton) states, and the
corresponding two-electron-hole-pair (biexciton) states, is substantially different from the
Fermi-sea concept. All levels in this multi-level system interact in a very similar way with
the "scattering background" and do not give rise to reduced k-state availability close to
the transparency point. Therefore, no energy dependence exists for the dephasing times
within the gain region due to the absence of plasma effects in the strong confinement
regime. This is confinned by our observations.
Close to the transparency point the residual dephasing is due to phonons and/or
disorder. The influence of disorder has been derived, analyzing the dephasing times in the
ternary quantum dots. Comparing the T2 time measured in quantum dots with R = aB of
the same alloy composition as the bulk-like CdS o.3Seo.7 sample, we should expect a
constant dephasing time close to the value seen for bulk-like dots near the transparency
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point T2

~

140 fs instead of T2

~

60 fs. In order to explain this discrepancy we have to

consider the influence of disorder on optical phase coherence [8.15]. Note that for the
strongly confined binary dots (absence of alloy disorder) the dephasing time is nearly
constant and appreciably larger than that of the ternary strongly confined dots. Ignoring
possible differences in shape irregularities, the main difference in dephasing between
ternary and binary dots is due to the presence of alloy disorder in the ternary material. It" is
known [8.14, 8.15] that this disorder, with characteristic length scales smaller than as,
leads to effective dephasing due to destructive interference effects. The alloy disorder in
dots with R < aB is necessarily characterized by length scales smaller than as. Alloy
disorder is absent in binary dots and dephasing is probably due to phonon emission at
these low temperatures. This assignment is supported by the fact that the bulk-like ternary
dots have dephasing times at the transparency point close to those of the binary strongly
confined dots which we also ascribe predominantly to phonons. Alloy disorder in these
large bulk-like dots is certainly less effective than in small dots and can possibly be
ignored. Note that bulk CdSxSel_x is characterized by extremely long dephasing times
[8.16].

8.5. CONCLUSION
The general observation of the plasma-like dephasing behavior in bulk-like
microcrystals versus the constant dephasing behavior in strongly confined quantum dots
gives strong evidence for the different gain mechanisms in the various confinement
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regimes. Despite the similar appearance of the gain regions in the various dot sizes (a
"bulk-like" broad gain region with a renormalized band gap and a transparency point), the
energy-dependence of the dephasing times shows clearly that the gain does not arise from
a plasma in the strong confinement regime. A multi-level model including biexcitons and
excitons explains this behavior in a consistent way. The influence of disorder is also
compatible with our model.
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9. DIRECT OBSERVATION OF THE CARRIER LOCALIZATION
DYNAMICS IN QUANTUM DOTS

It was possible to create gain in quantum dots with a potassium rich glass matrix.
Usually in CdSe samples with a sodium rich borosilicate glass matrix, after only a short
irradiation with high intensity pump pulses (even after one minute), the samples show
photo darkening. This effect has been investigated in the nanosecond domain [9.1-9.4], but
no direct observation of the carrier dynamics on a femtosecond timescale has yet been
done.
The photodarkening mechanism has been attributed to a fast carrier localization on the
quantum dot surface. This carrier separation induces a static Coulomb field inside the
semiconductor material, therefore leading to Franz-Keldysh type modulations [9.5,9.6] in
the linear and nonlinear absorption spectra in the shape of an Airy function [9.7]. These
modulations in the quantum dot spectra have been observed [9.1] and well described by
theory [9.2,9.7]. The correct theoretical way to describe this phenomenon is in the
framework of the quantum confined Stark effect, taking the Colulomb attraction between
the electron and hole into account. This Coulomb attraction is neglected in the simple
Franz-Keldysh theory. To simulate the effects of charged traps, an additional Coulomb
term is added to the one- and two-pair Hamiltonian:

H~H+H,,,,

(9.1)
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with

H,,,, = - L~",(r-z)

(9.2)

1=.,11

which describes the interaction of the electrons and holes with a single point-charge at
position z. With this additional tenn included, the matrix diagonalization described in the
theory section is repeated and the resulting linear and nonlinear spectra are calculated. In
very small quantum dots, the induced surface polarization leads to electron-hole
localization around the semiconductor-glass interface [9.8].

If this model of the photo darkening process is correct, then we should be able to
observe the carrier seperation dynamics on a very fast timescale. First, the creation of the
exciton should manifest itself as a bleaching of the lowest quantum confined transition.
Then, during the carrier separation process, which leads to the localization of the carrier(s)
at the surface, the electron-hole system should gain the localization energy, evident by a
shift of the bleaching towards lower energies. After this 'trapping' process, the low energy
bleach should prevail for a long time, supporting effects like persistant spectral
holeburning and persistant photo darkening, even at room temperature [9.9].
Figure 9.1 shows a schematic model that describes the process. After the initial
excitation, an energy relaxation takes place that prevails for long times. The vertical axis
of that scheme represents energy.
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FIG. 9.1. Schematic diagram of the carrier excitation and trapping process.

In order to observe the trapping dynamics, we performed a femtosecond pump-probe
experiment. The samples were edSe quantum dots with a dot radius of about 25A (half
the bulk exciton Bohr radius) and embedded in a Na rich borosilicate matrix, held at 15K.
Figure 9.2 shows the trapping dynamics, with Figure 9.2a showing the early behavior.
Here we see that the lowest transition around 560 nm is bleached. Figure 9.2b shows how
fast the bleaching recovers in the next few hundred fs to only about 50% of its initial level,
indicating that at least one type of carriers is trapped. The key detail in this figure is the
shift of the bleaching maximum towards lower energies. The energy difference between
the initially bleached state and the trapped state is about 25-30 meV.
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FIG. 9.2. Differential transmission dynamics in strongly confined CdSe quantum dots
exhibiting photo darkening. The pump is at 560 nm and has an intensity of2 GW/cm2 • The
pulse width is 105 fs. (a) The initial bleaching dynamics, from -400 to 240 fs, in timesteps
of 80 fs from bottom to top. (b) The fast bleaching recovery, connected with a shift
towards the low energy side, from 320 to 960 fs, in timesteps of 80 fs from top to bottom.
(c) Long term behavior. From top to bottom: 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 ps. The dashed
spectrum is taken after 1 ms.
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Figure 9.2c shows the development in the next 200 ps, indicating a further shift
towards lower energies and a rather static modulated differential absorption signal, arising
from the quantum confined Stark effect due to the electric field of the seperated carriers.
The dashed line shows the differential absorption after 1 ms, disclosing the long time
nature of the process.
We compared these quantum dots with the samples with a potassium rich host matrix
exhibiting gain. Figure 9.3 shows the dynamics of the bleaching, indicating that no
trapping takes place. Note that the fast bleaching recovery in Figure 9.3b is absent, and
there is no observable energy shift of the bleaching maximum towards lower energies.
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FIG. 9.3. Differential transmission dynamics in strongly confined CdSe quantum dots
exhibiting gain but no photo darkening. The pump is at 560 om and has an intensity of 2
GW/cm2 • The pulsewidth is 105 fs. (a) The initial bleaching dynamics, from -400 to 400 fs,
timestep 80 fs from bottom to top. (b) Only very little bleaching recovery follows, without
any shift towards the low energy side, from 480 to 1360 fs, timesep 80 fs from top to
bottom. (c) Long term behavior. From top to bottom: 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 ps. The
dashed spectrum is taken after 1 ms.
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The photodarkeningltrapping effects are visible only after the sample has been exposed
to high irradiances. In our case, already one minute of 2 GW/cm2 pulses was enough to
photo darken the sample. This effect was still present after 1 day. The sample was held
during that tima at 15K. Higher intensity irradiation accelerated the effect. Also, at a
sample temperature of 300K, even the lowest intensities were able to induce that effect,
and it was impossible to obtain a high bleaching for long times. It seems as if the bleaching
signal undergoes cycle of growth and recovery, connected with an energy shift. Both
higher temperatures and higher intensities accelerated the cycle. The samples that
exhibited gain did not show that cycle; they were 'immune' to high irradiation damage and
could therefore sustain a high level of bleaching that exceeded the linear absorption for a
long time. In contrast, it was impossible to achieve gain with the photodarkened samples.
Figure 9.4 shows the luminescence and linear absorption spectra before and after high
intensity irradiation with 60000 pulses of 220 GW/cm2 • The figure shows that the
bandedge luminescence vanishes completely. This proves that the carriers excited by the
pump are captured in trap states from which they can recombine only nonradiatively, if at

all. A pronounced change is visible also in the linear absorption spectra, characteristic of a
permanent sample alteration, e.g. a change of some chemical constituents in or around the
quantum dots, which might be the cause for the trap states inhibiting bandedge
luminescence.
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10. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This thesis investigated the carrier and gain dynamics of semiconductor quantum dots
in the strong quantum confinement regime. The materials under investigation were InP and
CdSe. We can summarize our findings as follows:
For the first time, the quantum confined ground state in InP quantum dots has been
observed at room temperature by femtosecond spectral hole burning. This is the first
documentation of a strongly confined quantum dot made of a

m-V

semiconductor

material.
In CdSe quantum dots with R=O.5aB, the carrier and gain dynamics have been
investigated. The predicted phonon bottleneck, which should slow down carrier relaxation
up to nanoseconds, has not been found. The carrier relaxation rates are rather on the order
of 1 eV/ps. Gain has been found for the first time in strongly confined quantum dots. The
existence of gain was proven by spectral hole burning in the gain region. The measured
spectral gain width has been as broad as several tens of nanometers. The gain buildup and
decay dynamics have been studied on a femtosecond and picosecond timescale. A multilevel model including biexcitons accounts for the gain formation. This model also explains
the large width of the gain. The model has been confirmed by three-beam spectral hole
burning experiments and femtosecond pump-probe experiments with circularly polarized

light. The absence of the phonon bottleneck is probably explainable due to the multitude
of possible biexciton and exciton states showing an extremely fast relaxation. At least the
Fermi's golden rule argument, arguing that the missing final states would slow down the
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carrier relaxation considerably, is not valid. It is unlikely that a carrier, relaxing through an
LO phonon, would not find any final state in this multitude of different levels.
Some quantum dots did not show gain under high optical excitation but revealed
evidence of photo darkening. The carrier separation and localization dynamics of this
process has been studied on a femtosecond timescale. For the first time, the shift towards
lower energy during the localization process could be observed on a femtosecond
timescale.
Finally, beyond the quantum dot work, pulse propagation in bulk CdSe at multiple Pipulses has been studied. For the first time, strong evidence for the observation of self
induced transparency in semiconductors has been found. Also, (nonlinear) optical
precursors have been found, tentatively attributed to nonlinear effects.

What remains to be done?
First, one should try to use the gain in the quantum dots to build a quantum dot laser.
This could be achieved by coating a quantum dot sample with a thin film structure
transmissive at the pump wavelength and highly reflective at the maximum of the gain.
Then, by monitoring the luminescence while optically pumping, one would expect to find
luminescence line narrowing and stimulated emission. Modelocking of the wide gain
region might be even be possible, giving extremely short pulses from a semiconductor
medium.
Second, theorists should work out the selection rules for circularly polarized light in
quantum dots. Our proposed diamond model could be refined and extensive studies
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regarding the detailed biexciton dynamics could be performed using our experimental
method. As the studies on hole relaxation and level substructure continue, it would be very
useful to learn about the biexcitonic states, too.
Third, the pulse propagation at extremely high intensities should be pursued. Extensive
experiments could further substantiate the observation of SIT. 'Optical bullets', solitons
confined in space and time, have been suggested. If a sufficient pulse reshaping takes
place, a soliton in the SIT regime could yield the proposed result. Also, quantum dots
could serve as a medium for pulse propagation. It is not hard to predict that the field of
semiconductor pulse propagation will blossom in the next few years!
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APPENDIX: HIGH INTENSITY PULSE PROPAGATION
IN BULKCDSE
We investigate how high intensity pulses travel resonantly through bulk CdSe crystals.

Nearly all coherent transients known from two-level media [AI] have been found in
semiconductors. Photon echo, Free Induction Decay and Rabi Flopping have been
substantially modified by the influence of many-body interactions in semiconductors. The
Coulomb interaction between the carriers leads to a modification of the Bloch vector
picture. The remaining effect to be found in semiconductors is Self Induced Transparency
(SIT). In this effect, a pulse with an area of several 1t is absorbed and reemitted by the
two-level medium, and depending on its area, it will break up in multiples of 21t pulses.
This effect can be understood in the Bloch picture in a way that the first 1t of the pulse is
absorbed, moving the Bloch vector up. The second 1t of the pulse causes the Bloch vector
to go back down while the pulse is reemitted. A third 1t would be reabsorbed again, and a
fourth 1t reemitted , leading to a breakup of a 41t pulse into two 21t pulses, for instance.
However, Knorr et aI. have proven that such an area theorem does not exist for
semiconductors [A2]. One would not expect a clear pulse breakup in multiples of 21t
pulses, and the unattenuated and undeformed travel of a 21t sech2 pulse is also not
expected. Also, dephasing times on the order of the pulse duration itself due to excitation
induced dephasing [A3] would destroy the necessary phase coherence and make any
observation of a pulse breakup impossible. However, these theories, based on the very
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successful microscopic semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch equations [A4],

are not

experimentally verified until now.
Recently, JOtte et al. reported SIT on the donor bound exciton in CdS [AS]. Howev~r,
it is well known that these isolated excitons act as a two level system and do not show the
interesting modifications due to many-body effects. Therefore, we performed a pulse
propagation experiment with the pulse energy tuned to the A-exciton of bulk CdSe, where
many-body effects playa significant role. The sample was a Hot-Wall epitaxially grown
CdSe single crystal with an a.L of 6.6. The substrate was 1 mm quartz and the c-axis was
perpendicular to the substrate plane, parallel to the light propagation vector. The pulses
had a maximum intensity of 220 GW/cm2 and were tuned around the A-exciton of the
CdSe, held at T=10K. The setup is shown in Figure AI:

680nm

sample

PMT

KDP~D

1\. ~-~-a-*-d~------------~~fl
U
a

know a * a

measure: c * b

d
620nm

A.
b

knowb*b

FIG. A.I. Experimental setup for pulse propagation. The nonlinear KDP crystal is 300
J..Lm thick. The Photomultiplier measures the crosscorrelation between the reference and
the transmitted pulse.
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The pulsewidths were 80 fs and 300 fs, depending on the experiment. The transmitted
pulse was cross-correlated in a 300 J.lm KDP crystal and the upconverted signal was
measured. The crosscorrelator beam had a center wavelength of 620 nm and a pulse
duration of about 65 fs.
To our great surprise, the sample did not evaporate at the first blast right into the
resonance. Despite the fact that it was nearly impossible to measure the linear absorption
in this region, the high intensity pulses were transmitted through the sample.
Figure A.2 shows a crosscorrelation trace at a peak intensity of 110 GW/cm2. The
ripples on the signal that look like noise tum out to be very reproducible. If one subtracts
a sech2 fit, the Airy function like curve is obtained. This curve might be identified as a
Sommerfeld precursor, and the high frequency ripple on the Airy curve is the Brillouin
precursor [A.6]. The subtraction is performed because the transmitted pulse is believed to
consist of the undistorted transmitted pulse plus an additional precursor. Kuhl and
'coworkers observed the optical precursors in a very low density regime, in contrast to our
high intensity precursors. Therefore we might want to call our precursors 'nonlinear
optical precursors'. These precursors are usually linear effects in dispersive media. They
occur due to the different propagation velocities on the various dispersion branches. The
precursor pulse arrives before the main pulse because it has a higher velocity than the
group velocity of the main pulse. These precursors are very hard to observe. The
difference in arrival time is only several femtoseconds, and one can see that in our case the
maximum amplitude of the precursor occurs about 40 fs before the pulse maximum. It
should be said, however, that our method is quite sensitive to the sech2 fitting procedure.
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FIG. A.2. A crosscorrelation trace of a high intensity 80 fs pulse through CdSe with
a.L=6.6. The solid line is the cross-correlation trace, the dotted line is the sech2 fit, and the
lower solid line is the difference. The laser is tuned exactly onto the A-exciton resonance,
and the intensity is about 110 GW/cm2•

Ifwe tune the laser 5 meV below the resonance, we obtain a crosscorrelation signal as
shown in Figure A.3. Pulse breakup is obselVed. The second pulse comes about 240 fs
later than the first pulse.
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FIG. A.3. Crosscorrelation trace of a 80 fs pulse 5 meV below the A-exciton
resonance at 220 GW/cm2. Pulse breakup is observed.

Figure A.4 shows the effects of varying intensity on the emergent pulse shape. At low
intensities, the pulse has a long tail. At the intensity 0.5 10, the pulse has a very nice sech2
shape. The behavior at lower intensities resemble a reshaping of pulses to a sech2 shape in
the case of SIT. At higher intensities, up to 241t (if one assumes a dipole matrix element of
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CdSe of 1.5*10.28 Cm, a spot diameter of 50 Ilm and a pulsewidth of 80 fs), the pulse
breaks up, seen as a small shoulder, where there used to be only an exponential tail.
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FIG. A.4. Intensity dependent crosscorrelation traces of an 80 fs pulses tuned to 5
meV below the A exciton resonance. The tails are magnified by a factor of 10. 10 is about
220 GW/cm2•
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Figure A.S shows an intensity dependent crosscorrelation for 300 fs pulses. Due to the
poor spectral shape of the interference filter, the pulse shape from the second amplifier is
distorted to a single sided exponential. It is clearly visible that at very high intensities, the
trailing edge of the pulse is substantially steepened and the pulse is shortened. This is
similar to what happens at increasing intensities in Figure A.4.
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FIG. A.S. Intensity dependent crosscorrelation of300 fs pulses tuned to 3 meVabove

the A-exciton resonance. 10 is less than 220 GW/cm2•
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FIG. A.6. Crosscorrelation of88 fs pulses through a rather thin (a.L=3.2) CdSe crystal.
The observed traces are solid lines, the sech2 fits are dashed lines. (a) shows the
transmitted pulse at high intensities without a sample, (b) shows the transmitted pulse at
low and high intensities with a thin sample, and (c) shows the logarithmic plot of (b).
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If one investigates pulse propagation in thinner samples, one finds that pulses are
mostly transmitted rather symmetrically and undistorted. Only at lower intensities, the long
tail, probably due to Free Induction Decay, is visible. Figure A.6 shows the nice reshaping
of a slightly distorted input pulse, which has a long tail after transmission at low
intensities, but is perfectly sech2 shaped at high intensities, as the logarithmic plot proves.
Even over more than two decades does the pulse not deviate from the sech2 shape!. It
might be possible that the very thick samples which were involved in the previous figures
do somehow inhibit perfect sech2 reshaping.

Figure A. 7 shows the compressed result of an extended study of the velocity dispersion
in the vicinity of the exciton resonance for different intensities and 300 fs long pulses.
Talanina predicted [A.7] that a SIT pulse would experience a substantial slowing down
around the resonance. Therefore the velocity dispersion should have a significant dip if the
pulses travel as SIT pulses. The experiment shows that for pulses over a certain intensity
which might roughly correspond to 21t, the velocity becomes smaller around the
resonance, while below that critical intensity, the velocity dispersion remains rather flat. .
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To conclude, all these phenomena indicate the first observation of Self Induced
Transparency in semiconductors, but further studies have to be conducted and theoreticai
modeling has to follow.
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